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Abstract 

This paper outlines some linguistic features of narrative texts in Jita, using examples from a corpus of 
non-translated texts. Jita (Ethnologue code [jit]) is a Bantu language, classified as JE25 in the Guthrie 
system (Maho 2003), spoken along the Eastern shores of Lake Victoria in Tanzania’s Mara Region. 
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A note on the texts 

All of the examples used in this paper are taken from a corpus of ten oral narrative texts, provided by 
eight narrators and used with their permission. The texts have been lightly edited to remove false starts 
and other performance errors, but otherwise retain features (such as repetitions and longer sentences) 
that are particular to the medium. The texts are referred to here by an abbreviated title, such as 
“Chicken,” “Chameleon,” etc., described in section 1.1. The texts are written using the current Jita 
orthography. Note that symbols such as the caret and colon ( ^ and : ) are used as grammatical tone 
markings, marking the third person singular narrative tense and the far past tense, respectively. 

Examples from the texts are referred to with a number for the sentence and a letter for the clause 
(e.g. 13b) and are usually presented in chart format. The charts are divided into seven columns: Pre-
Nuclear Outer (Pre-NO), Pre-Nuclear Inner (Pre-NI), Subject (S), Verb (V), Object/Complement (O/C), 
Post-Nuclear Inner (Post-NI) and Post-Nuclear Outer (Post-NO). Table 1 shows which types of 
constituents typically occur in the different columns. 

Table 1. Typical contents of chart columns 

Column Typical content 
Pre-NO Clause place holder of preceding dependent clause 

Noun of direct address 
Interjection 
Preposed constituent 
External topic 

Pre-NI Conjunction 
Relative marker 
Temporal point of departure 

S Subject 
Clause place holder of preceding dependent clause which functions as subject 

V Verb(s) (including any material intervening between main verb and auxiliary) 
Adverb 

O/C Object 
Complement 
Clause place holder of following dependent clause which functions as object 

Post-NI Locative 
Temporal expression 
‘and’ (when followed by phrase not clause), ‘with’, ‘like’ 

Post-NO Clause place holder of following dependent clause 
Quote marker 
Postposed constituent 

 

A darker line in the charts represents the end of a sentence and a thick black line the end of a 
paragraph. Independent clauses are shown in black, dependent clauses in blue and speech clauses in 
green and underlined. Constituents that have been preposed or postposed are shown in red, and two red 
chevrons (>> or <<) are placed in the column from which they have been moved. Clause place 
holders are shown in square brackets and are colored blue or green according to whether they point to 
dependent clauses or speech clauses, respectively. Some verbs and demonstratives are each labeled with 
an abbreviation in parentheses, shown in orange. Table 2 lists the chart labels used. 
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Table 2. Chart labels 

Verbs Demonstratives  
Label Description Label Description 
CND Conditional Prox Proximal 
F1 Future Ref Referential 
HAB Habitual Dist Distal 
IPFV Imperfective   
NAR Narrative   
NAR.IPFV Narrative imperfective   
P1 Near past   
P3 Far past   
P3.IPFV Past imperfective   
P3.NAR Past narrative   
P3.PRF Past perfect   
PRF Perfect   
PRS Present   
SUBJ Subjunctive    

1. Constituent elements of narrative texts 

1.1 Types of narrative texts 

The narrative texts in the corpus are listed and briefly summarized in Table 3. Of the ten narratives in 
the corpus, three constitute factual accounts (“Canoe,” “Manyasi” and “Cows”). The other seven are 
fictional stories, some of them animal tales (“Chicken,” “Chameleon,” “Watermelon” and “Well”) and 
others about human quests (“Tests,” “Mariro” and “Girl”). With regard to narrative type, most of the 
texts are climactic, i.e. they relate a problem or conflict, which is resolved at the climax of the story. 
Two of the stories (“Canoe” and “Cows”) are episodic, i.e. they describe a series of related events rather 
than an escalation or climax of one particular problem or conflict. 

Table 3. Summaries of texts in corpus 

Text Summary of text 
Chicken Chicken and Hare are neighbors, but Hare eats Chicken’s children. Chicken and his 

wife then deceive Hare, telling him that in order to be a guest at a wedding, they must 
cut off his head. 

Chameleon Hare hates Chameleon and tells him so, but then Chameleon outsmarts Hare in a race 
and cuts off Hare’s tail. 

Canoe True third person narrative about a man whose wife drowned just after their wedding. 
The narrator encourages young men to marry girls they know close to home. 

Watermelon Hare eats Hyena’s watermelons. Even after Hyena catches Hare using glue, Hare 
deceives Hyena and gets free. 

Tests A man must pass many tests in order to get a wife. He helps others along the way, and 
then they help him later to pass the tests. 
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Text Summary of text 
Mariro Mariro’s cows are stolen by a group of cannibalistic women. He has to outsmart them 

to get away. 
Well The animals have a drought so they dig a well. Hare doesn’t help dig, but he tries to 

steal water. The other animals try to guard the water, and eventually the tortoise cuts 
off Hare’s tail. 

Manyasi True third person narrative about a man named Manyasi who is badly injured by a 
buffalo during a hunting expedition. 

Cows True first person narrative about a man’s family and cows. 
Girl A girl didn’t grow breasts, so her parents took her to live in a certain house where she 

meets some spirits. 

1.2 Structure of narrative texts 

A narrative text can usually be divided into a number of sections, each of which serves a particular 
function. The structure of a typical climactic narrative text is provided in Table 4. 

Table 4. Sections of a typical narrative text 

Section Function Typical linguistic features 
Orientation section 
(introduction and 
setting the scene) 

- Introduces major participants 
- Provides a time/place setting for 

the story 
- Foreshadows story purpose  

- Presentational formula for major 
participants 

- Often a relative clause hinting at story 
theme 

- Typical background tense/aspect 
- General time and place markers 

Inciting episode - Gets the story moving - Use of point of departure (POD). Often the 
phrase ‘one day’ or equivalent 

- Often a verb of movement 
Developmental 
episodes 

- Develops the conflict - Episodes (paragraphs) that develop a 
conflict needing to be resolved. 

- Often multiple paragraphs 
- Usage of a narrative tense 

Peak episode - Maximizes tension, bringing story 
to a climax 

- Heightened vividness/detail 
- Usage of ideophones and direct speech 
- Shift of tense 
- Suppression of transitional markers 

Denouement - Resolves tension - Often includes predictable elements 
Conclusion - Explains moral - Moral stated directly or with a proverb 

 

Table 5 shows how this structure can be seen in four climactic texts in the Jita corpus. The numbers 
in the table refer to sentence numbers in each text. 
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Table 5. Sections of a typical narrative text 

Section Chameleon Chicken Tests  Mariro 
Orientation section 1–5 1–7 1–4 1–3 
Inciting episode 6–19 8–9 5–8 4–9 
Developmental 
episodes 

20 
21–22 
23–25 
26–29 

10–15 
16–20 
21–29 
 

9–14 
15–16 
17–18 
19–22 

10–11 
12–14 
15–18 
19–20 
21–24 

Peak episode(s) 30–45 
46–51 
52–68 
69–74 

30–33 
34–37 

23–30 25–28h 

Denouement 75–76 38–41 31–32 28i–28m 
Conclusion 77 42–43 33 29 

 

Table 6 focuses on one text in particular, describing its structure in more detail. 

Table 6. Description of sections in “Chameleon” 

Section Sentences Description 
Orientation 
section 

1–5 There were two neighbors, Chameleon and Hare, and Hare despised 
Chameleon. 

Inciting 
episode 

6–19 Hare tells Chameleon that Hare is better in every way, and 
Chameleon might as well be dead. 

Developmental 
episodes 

20 Chameleon goes home with a lot on his mind. 

21–22 Chameleon wants Hare to know that Hare is not the best in every 
way. 

23–25 The next day, they see each other and decide to race to see who is 
best. The winner will cut off the other’s tail. 

26–29 They decide to race the next day. 

Peak episodes 30–45 They meet at the field. Chameleon tells Hare to stand in front. As they 
begin, Chameleon holds on to Hare’s tail. Hare runs fast, reaches the 
end and thinks he won. 

 46–51 Hare tries to sit and sits on Chameleon. Chameleon says he was there 
first, so Hare wants to race again. 

 52–68 They race again. Chameleon grabs Hare’s tail. Hare arrives and waits. 

 69–74  Once again, Hare tries to sit and discovers Chameleon is already there 
and then falls to the ground in defeat. 

Denouement 75–76 Chameleon laughs and then takes a knife and cuts off Hare’s tail. 

Conclusion 77 That is why Hare has a short tail. 
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1.3 Linguistic features in Jita narrative texts 

1.3.1 Orientation section 

Major participants are introduced using a presentational formula consisting of a copular verb with the 
locative suffix –wo, which is followed by a postposed subject. The locative verb is nearly always a past 
tense compound form, in which the first word can be translated ‘he was’ and the second is another 
copular form with a locative suffix, translated ‘he was there’. The postposed subject is often followed by 
the number ‘one’ –mwi, at least when a single human participant is introduced. There is often some 
additional introductory information as well. This is shown in example (1). 

(1) Presentational formula in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1   >> :Aariga ari-wo (P3)    omukaruka umwi  
He was there old person one 

2  
 

 
 

--- ^Naatogwa (NAR)  Mariro   
 

 
 He was called  Mariro  

There was an old person. He was called Mariro. 

Following the initial presentational construction, additional information is often given. In example 
(1), the old man’s name is given. In (2), two participants are introduced at the same time, and an 
extended orientation section follows. In this case, after the introduction in the first sentence, their names 
are given, as well as further information concerning Hare’s feelings towards Chameleon. 

(2) Orientation in “Chameleon” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1   >> :Bhaariga bhari-wo (P3) 

 
  abheekasyanya 

bhabhiri 
They were there  neighbors two 

2   Owa okwamba aariga ^naatogwa (P3.NAR) Wasongo    
The first he was called Chameleon 

3   Owa akabhiri  ^naatogwaga (NAR.IPFV) Mutuuju    
The second he was called  Hare  

4   Mutuuju  :aariga ari na (P3)  rigayo    
Hare  he had  disdain 

There were two neighbours. The first was called Chameleon. The second was called Hare. Hare had disdain. 

Note some other variations, shown in (3). The entire story is introduced with the temporal phrase 
Kara awo ‘There in the past’, followed by the normal locative verb, then by the postposed subject. In this 
case, however, the participants are simply introduced by their names without the following –mwi ‘one’. 
Using names only is more common when participants are well-known folktale characters, as in this 
example. 
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(3) Orientation in “Watermelon” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1  Kara awo >> :aariga ari-wo (P3)    mutuuju na wamembe 
Past there he was there  Hare and Hyena 

There in the past, he was there Hare and Hyena. 

Another variation in this example is that the verb form is inflected for a singular subject even 
though two participants are being introduced. This is different from (2), in which the verb is plural. 

1.3.2 Inciting episode 

The start of an inciting episode is often marked by the use of a temporal point of departure and the 
narrative tense. For instance, example (4) shows the use of Rusiku rumwi ‘one day’ as a point of departure 
(POD) following the orientation section. The inciting episode in this case consists of a conversation. 

(4) Inciting episode in “Chameleon” 

 Pre-NO Post-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

6a  Rusiku rumwi  Mutuuju  ^naabhwira (NAR)  Wasongo   ati [6b–10] 
Day one Hare he told Chameleon that  

6b [Awe Wasongo   anye  nikukirire (PRF) bhuri chiinu    
You, 
chameleon 

I  I have surpassed 
you 

every thing 

One day, Hare told Chameleon, “You, Chameleon, I surpass you in everything.” 

Note that it is also very typical for the inciting episode (in conjunction with the orientation section) 
to very quickly get to the root of the main problem in the narrative. In (4), we immediately discover the 
problem of the story: Hare hates Chameleon and tells him so. What will Chameleon do about it? 

1.3.3 Developmental episodes 

Like inciting episodes, developmental episodes also often begin with a temporal POD such as rusiku 
rumwi ‘one day’. This particular temporal phrase can occur multiple times in one narrative (see especially 
“Chicken”). Other texts have PODs such as mwejo ‘tomorrow’, which in this case means ‘the next day’ 
(see Chameleon 23 and 30). 

At the start of developmental episodes, participants are often referred to by their names (instead of 
only pronouns or agreement prefixes) whether or not there is discontinuity of participants. An example 
from “Tests” is shown in (5), where the episode (and paragraph) begins by referring to Omukaruka ‘old 
man’ as the subject. This is a switch topic, since the topic of the preceding paragraph are the daughters. 
Participant reference, including during developmental episodes, is discussed further in section 4. 

(5) New episode in “Tests” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a   Omukaruka  ^naamusira (NAR)  mw-isambu   
   old man he took him  to the field  
15b   --- ^naakinga (NAR)    
    he arrived    
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
15c   --- ^naasuka (NAR) ridebhe rya obhuro    
    he poured out sack of sorghum   
The old man took him to the field, he arrived, he poured out a sack of sorghum… 

Developmental episodes, and indeed all of the foreground, make heavy use of the narrative (NAR) 
tense, which is shown in the three clauses in (5). It is also common to have strings of repetitious 
narrative verbs. Some texts in particular (see “Mariro”) have many strings of narrative verbs, sometimes 
with all of the verbs identical, as in (6). 

(6) Strings of narrative verbs in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

19a   Mariro  ^neekora kureebha (NAR)  jing'a jirya (Dist)   
Mariro  he pretended to herd  cattle those 

19b   --- ^naareebha (NAR)     
he herded  

19c   --- ^naareebha (NAR)     
he herded  

19d   --- ^naareebha (NAR)     
he herded  

Mariro pretended to herd those cattle. He herded, herded, herded. 

At times, however, a greater variety of TAM forms are found, usually the result of additional 
background information being given within developmental episodes. In (7), in the middle of the 
narrative, several clauses of background information are given, and we see several tenses used: P3 (past), 
PRF (perfect), PRS (present), NAR (narrative) and SUBJ (subjunctive). 

(7) Tense and aspect in developmental episode in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a  Echaaro 
echo (Ref)  

>> :bhaariga bhekaye-mo 
(P3)  

  bhagasi 
era  

land that they were living there women 
only 

15b  na   nibho (PRS)     
and  it is them   

15c    :bhaariga bheebhire 
(P3:PRF) 

jing'a ja Mariro
  

  

    they had stolen cows of Mariro   
16   Mariro  ^neekara (NAR)   mu-chaaro 

echo (Ref) 
 

Mariro  he stayed  in that land 
17   Abhagasi 

bharya (Dist)  
:bhaariga (P3)  bhari bha 

bhaanu  
  

women those they were eaters of 
people 

18a   Mariro  ^neekara-yo (NAR)     
Mariro  he stayed there 
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

18b   --- :bharindiriiye (P3)  [18c–18d]    
they waited for 

18c   [Mariro  ayame (SUBJ)    [18d]  
Mariro  he should get fat  

18d   [--- bhamurye] (SUBJ)     
they should eat him  

In that land, only women lived there, and they are the ones who stole Mariro’s cows. Mariro stayed in that 
land. Those women were cannibals. Mariro stayed there; they waited for Mariro to get fat so that they could eat 
him. 

Therefore, though there are very typical uses of the narrative tense in developmental episodes, and 
though these episodes primarily consist of foreground events, there are cases in which it is more 
complex. 

Finally, a feature occurring in development episodes is the narrative practice of foreshadowing, an 
example of which can be seen in Chicken 17b–17c. After Chicken learns that Hare is the one who ate his 
children, he exclaims, ‘My children, he who ate them, he also will be eaten’. Chicken repeats this claim 
again in 18e–18f. Later on in the text, Chicken deceives Hare and cuts off his head, and then Chicken 
eats Hare, thus fulfilling his previous exclamation. Another instance of foreshadowing occurs in “Tests,” 
where the animals which the main character helps early in the story then return to help him later. 
Therefore, in some texts we see that themes introduced in earlier episodes are played out in later 
episodes. 

1.3.4 Peak episode 

Peak episodes are very similar to developmental episodes, but each text can employ different strategies 
for building tension as the story reaches its climax. For example, in some texts (e.g. “Chameleon” and 
“Chicken”) there is more repetition in the peak episode(s) than in other episodes. This repetition comes 
in the form of tail-head linkage as well as repetition in strings of verbs. However, in other texts (e.g. 
“Mariro” and “Tests”) there is notable repetition in pre-peak episodes, which makes repetition in the 
peak episode less noteworthy. 

Another method of building tension at the climax is the inclusion of direct speech in the peak 
episode. For example, in “Chameleon,” there is dialogue between Hare and Chameleon throughout the 
text, and it continues straight through the peak episode. In the series of peak episodes in “Chameleon,” 
ranging from 30–74, there are nine separate speech or thinking events, shown in (8). 

 (8) Speech events in the peak episodes of “Chameleon” (30–74) 

31–32 Chameleon’s speech 
42–45 Hare’s internal thinking 
47–49 Chameleon’s speech  
50 Hare’s speech 
52 Chameleon’s speech 
53 Both agreeing 
62–63 Hare’s internal thinking 
66–68 Hare’s internal thinking 
70–73 Chameleon’s speech 
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These nine speech events compare to six speech events in the first half of the text. Though the ratio 
of speech events to clauses is not very different in peak versus non-peak episodes, it still seems likely 
that the reported speech serves to increase the build-up of the narrative’s resolution. 

One other potential marker of the peak is in the text “Chameleon.” Three times during the peak 
episodes, the phrase nikwo kutya (or just nikwo) occurs, which I translate as ‘indeed then’ (46, 58 and 
69). This occurs rarely in other texts, though one more example is in Well 38d. Here also, nikwo kutya 
occurs during the peak episode. 

1.3.5 Denouement 

Several narratives each have a denouement, which is a short section describing the events that follow the 
climax of the story. The denouement often includes predictable elements or actions that were 
foreshadowed earlier in the story. For example, in “Chicken”, the climax ends when both Hare and his 
wife die by having their heads cut off. In the following sentences (38–41), we see that Chicken and his 
wife mourn for their children while eating meat from Hare and his wife. The eating of Hare was 
foreshadowed in an earlier episode. 

In “Chameleon,” the climax of the story comes when Hare falls down in defeat at the end of the 
race. After this, in the denouement (75–76), we see Chameleon’s reaction to having won. He laughs and 
then cuts off Hare’s tail, which is the agreed-upon prize for the winner. Because we already know that 
the winner would cut off the other’s tail, this is a predictable element. This section of the text is brief, 
and it uses narrative tense, just like the previous episodes. 

In “Mariro,” the peak episode ends when he defeats the women (28h), and then the denouement 
explains that ‘Mariro went, took his cows and returned to his land while he was still well. Until today, 
Mariro has his cows’. In this case, the denouement begins in the narrative tense and then switches to 
present tense. 

1.3.6 Conclusion 

There are two main elements which are optionally present in the conclusions of the texts in the corpus. 
Some texts each have a moral which is addressed to the audience, and some texts each have a final 
formulaic line such as ‘My story ends here’. Neither element is required. The final “story ending” line 
occurs in only three texts: “Mariro,” “Tests” and “Girl.” 

A few of the texts in the corpus (e.g. “Chameleon” and “Well”) give traditional explanations for why 
certain animals are the way they are today, and that point is brought out in the conclusion. For example, 
in “Chameleon,” the conclusion addresses the audience and explains why Hare’s tail is short today: ‘That 
is why you see, Hare, his tail is very short, because of his disdain’. When addressing the audience, the 
tense changes from narrative to present. 

In three of the four texts which have a moral or explanation (“Chicken,” “Chameleon” and “Well”), 
there is a semi-formulaic way of addressing the audience. The expressions used are in (9). They are 
similar, and they are all in the present tense. 

(9) Addressing the audience in the conclusion 

Chameleon 77 Nikwo omurora... ‘That is why you see, Hare, his tail is very short, because 
of his disdain.’ 

Well 42  Nikwo owurora... ‘Now you see, Hare, his tail is short even today.’ 
Chicken 42–43 Niwo mumenye... ‘Now you should know that disdain kills; give every 

person the respect which is wanted.’ 
 

“Canoe” also has a moral, but it is much longer than the others and does not fit this pattern. The 
texts “Watermelon,” “Manyasi” and “Cows” have no conclusions. 
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2 Paragraphs 

Paragraphs mark “thematic units” within a text, containing closely related material. Continuity of 
participants, time, place and theme is usually maintained within a paragraph (or if there is a change of 
time or place, this is usually an expected rather than an abrupt change), and so paragraph breaks 
correspond to places in the text where there is a discontinuity of some kind. The following subsection 
illustrates how paragraphs are marked in one text, “Chicken.” Overall, perhaps the most pervasive 
markers of a new paragraph are points of departure (PODs) and sometimes the word mbe, which can be 
translated as ‘so’. Section 2.2 then discusses the variety of points of departure used in Jita texts. 

2.1 Paragraphs in “Chicken” 

Paragraph 1 (1–7) is the orientation section in which the major participants (Chicken, Hare and their 
wives) are introduced. The essential problem of the story is also laid out: Hare is stealing and eating 
Chicken’s children. 

Paragraph 2 (8–9) is the inciting episode. Chicken and his wife ask themselves what is happening to 
their children. The break at paragraph 3 (10–15) is clear, since we see the discourse marker mbe and the 
temporal POD rusiku rumwi ‘one day’. In this paragraph, Chicken discovers Hare has been eating 
Chicken’s children. Paragraph 4 (16–20) contains the next developmental episode, in which Chicken 
cries for his children. There is a combination of reported speech and action between Hare and Chicken. 

Paragraph 5 (21–29) shows major discontinuity with the preceding events. The first sentence begins 
with a temporal POD rusiku rumwi ‘one day’ and then a spatial POD mu-chaaro cheebhwe ‘in their land’. 
The main clause of this sentence then introduces the major event, which sets the stage for the rest of the 
story: ‘there was a wedding’. In the remainder of the paragraph (23–29), Chicken and his wife plot about 
how to deceive Hare. 

Paragraph 6 (30–33) is the first peak episode, with clear discontinuity of participant, time and 
action. This discontinuity is signaled by mbe, followed by a referential and a temporal POD. In this 
paragraph, Chicken’s wife deceives Hare and kills him. 

In paragraph 7 (34–37), the major discontinuity is of participant. Hare died in the previous 
paragraph, and now Hare’s wife enters the picture again, signaled by a referential POD ‘Hare’s wife also’. 
Paragraph 8 (38–41) begins with mbe. The primary discontinuity is of participant, and there is a 
referential POD. This paragraph is the denouement of the text. Chicken sees that Hare and his wife are 
dead, so they mourn for their children while they eat the meat of Hare and his wife. 

Paragraph 9 (42–43) is the conclusion, in which the narrator speaks to the audience. This paragraph 
begins Mbe woori ‘So now’. It finishes with a teaching point “give everyone respect.” 

2.2 Points of departure 

In order to smooth the discontinuities of a narrative, a language may use a ‘point of departure’ (POD) to 
bridge two sections. Thus the POD both links back to what has gone before and points ahead to what 
will come. In order to function as a POD, the phrase or clause in question must occur at the beginning of 
a sentence (not counting a conjunction or an interjection, which may precede it). 

Many paragraphs begin with a POD, but PODs do not only occur at paragraph breaks, and they do 
not always signal discontinuities. In fact, in the Jita corpus, they often involve the renewal of a topic in 
the immediately preceding context (see sections 6.2 and 6.3 for discussion of continued topics and 
switch topics). The following sections look at three types of points of departure: referential, temporal and 
spatial. 

2.2.1 Referential points of departure 

Referential points of departure are very common in the text corpus. The NP that is functioning as a point 
of departure often includes either a referential or distal demonstrative, but sometimes the noun or name 
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will occur by itself. In (10), a participant which was already introduced earlier in the story now re-enters 
the scene, and she is referred to with a noun and distal demonstrative ‘that old lady’. 
(10) Referential point of departure in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO
12c   omukwekuru urya (Dist) :aariga ari (P3) echironda   

old lady that she had sore
That old lady, she had a sore. 

Example (11) shows another instance of renewal by means of a referential point of departure. The 
phrase omukaruka oyo ‘that old man’ is repeated, not because of a discontinuity, but to renew the 
previous topic. The renewal again in sentence 3 is perhaps a means of emphasis (see section 9). 
(11) Point of departure without discontinuity in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO
2a   Omukaruka oyo 

(Ref)  
:aariga ebhuuywe (P3.PRF) ng'a  

old man that he was born cow
2b   --- :aariga atebhuuywe (P3.PRF) omuunu  wuri  

he was not born by person ever  
3   Omukaruka oyo 

(Ref) 
:aariga ari na (P3) jing'a nyafu 

muno
 

old man that he had cows many 
very

That old man, cows were born to him that were not born to any other man. That old man, he had very many 
cows. 

These two examples demonstrate a general pattern which is found elsewhere in the texts. When a 
referential point of departure refers to a participant who was very recently mentioned, a referential 
demonstrative is usually used. When it refers to something which was not as recent in the text, a distal 
demonstrative is often used. See section 4 for more examples of participant reference and demonstrative 
forms. 

2.2.2 Temporal points of departure 

Temporal points of departure are very common in Jita, often occurring at the beginning of a new 
paragraph. They are sometimes used to set a completely new time reference in the narrative, especially 
when they occur paragraph-initially. Most common is the phrase rusiku rumwi ‘one day’ at the beginning 
of the inciting episode and other episodes. Other observed temporal references are listed in (12). The list 
consists primarily of simple temporal adverbs, but the last three examples are entire adverbial clauses. 
See also section 7.1 for more examples of adverbial clauses which function as temporal PODs. 
(12) Temporal points of departure 

rusiku rumwi  ‘one day’ (Chicken 10; Chameleon 6a, etc.) 
orusiku orwo  ‘that day’ (Mariro 21a)
mwejo  ‘the next day (lit. tomorrow)’ (Chameleon 23, 30) 
nikwo kutya ‘at that point’ (Chameleon 46, 58)
baada ye ndawo  ‘after that’ (Tests 12a; Mariro 20a)
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paka na reero ‘until today’ (Mariro 28m) 
ku-rusuku rwa kabhiri ‘in the second day’ (Watermelon 11) 
ku-rusuku rwa kasatu ‘in the third day’ (Watermelon 23a) 
mu-siku ejo ‘in those days’ (Chicken 6a) 
eejire aakinga awo ‘when he arrived there’ (Chameleon 41) 
eejire aabhirima ‘when he ran’ (Watermelon 20a) 
wungwa eekebhuukira okurora ‘time when he looked behind to see’ (Chameleon 39a) 

 

Points of departure are sometimes used to set a completely new time reference in the narrative, 
especially when they occur paragraph-initially. In other instances, a device called ‘tail-head linkage’ is 
used. In the case of tail-head linkage, the information contained in the previous clause (the tail) is 
repeated at the beginning of the next clause (the head). The ‘head’ of the construction is the point of 
departure for the following sentence. Note that PODs in tail-head linkage constructions do not signal 
discontinuities and thus do not indicate paragraph breaks. An example of this is shown in (13). 

(13) Tail-head linkage in “Chicken” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

10 Mbe  rusiku 
rumwi  

Wangʼoko  ^naagenda (NAR)  yiika ewa Wamutuuju   

So  one day Chicken he went  house of Hare  
11a   [--- Ejire aakinga (PRF)  yiika ewa Wamutuuju]   

When he arrived  house of Hare  
11b [11a]   --- ^naabhakeesya (NAR)    

he greeted them   
12a   [--- Eejire aamara okubha-

keesya kisikisi (PRF)]  
   

When he finished 
greeting them well 

 

12b [12a]   --- ^naayika (NAR)    
he said …  

So one day chicken went to Hare’s house. When he arrived at Hare’s house, he greeted them. When he had 
greeted them properly, he said… 

In this example, the dependent clause in 11a is essentially picking up where the previous sentence 
left off: ‘he went... when he arrived.’ The same pattern is in 11b and 12a: ‘he greeted them... When he 
finished greeting them.’ Because the temporal PODs are in a tail-head linkage construction, there are no 
paragraph breaks. 

2.2.3 Spatial points of departure 

Spatial points of departure repeat information about locations which are already established in the 
context. Compared to temporal points of departure, they are much less common in Jita narratives. Some 
examples are listed in (14). 
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(14) Spatial points of departure 

mu-chaaro cheebhwe omwo  ‘in land their there (Ref)’ (Chicken 21) 
mu-bhuregesi eyo  ‘in wedding there (Ref)’ (Chicken 22a) 
eyo mw-ibhara  ‘there (Ref) in wilderness’ (Watermelon 4) 
echaaro echo ‘land’ that (Ref)’ (Mariro 15a) 

 

As the examples show, often a locative demonstrative such as eyo or omwo occurs in combination 
with another locative phrase, often with the class 18 locative prefix mu–. Note that all of the 
demonstratives used in spatial points of departure are referential, not distal, at least in this corpus of 
texts. 

Just as temporal PODs can occur both at paragraph breaks and in tail-head linkage constructions, 
spatial PODs can be used both ways as well. The following example from “Chicken” shows an instance of 
each type. Sentence 21 is paragraph initial and begins with a temporal and a spatial POD. In the 
following sentence, mu-bhuregesi eyo links back to the wedding which was just introduced. Therefore, 
this second spatial POD is within a tail-head linkage construction and thus does not indicate a new 
paragraph. 

(15) Spatial points of depature in “Chicken” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
21  Rusiku rumwi mu-

chaaro cheebhwe omwo 
>> nibhubha-mo (NAR)   obhuregesi  

Day one in land 
their there  

it was there  wedding 

22a Mbe  mu-bhuregesi eyo  jingʼoma  nijirira (NAR)    
So  in wedding there drums they cried 

22b   orukuri  nirukongoja (NAR)    
flute  it soothed 

One day there in their land, there was a wedding. So, in that wedding, drums cried, flute soothed…’ 

These two examples demonstrate a general pattern which is found elsewhere in the texts. When a 
referential expression refers to a participant who was very recently mentioned, a referential 
demonstrative is usually used. When it refers to something that was not as recent in the text, a distal 
demonstrative is often used. See section 4 for more examples of participant reference and demonstrative 
forms. 

3 Connectives 

This section first gives an overview of the different connectives that occur in the Jita text corpus (section 
3.1), and then different types of connectives are explored. Section 3.2 describes common connectives 
that occur between sentences, while 3.3 describes those that can occur within a sentence. Section 3.4 
discusses whether or not any of these connectives may be functioning as thematic development markers. 

3.1 Overview of connectives in Jita texts 

The most common way of coordinating sentences in Jita narratives is by juxtaposition. That is, most 
sentences are coordinated without the use of connectives. There are even fewer uses of connectives 
within sentences. The table below shows the approximate frequencies at which connectives occur both 
between and within sentences in four representative texts. For example, in “Chicken,” one in six 
sentences begins with a connective, and only one in nine sentences has a connective within it. 
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“Chameleon” has the fewest connectives of these four, with only one in eleven sentences beginning with 
a connective, and only one in nineteen sentences containing a connective within it. 

(16) Approximate frequency of connectives between and within sentences 

Text Connectives between sentences Connectives within sentences 

Chicken 1 in 6 sentences 1 in 9 sentences 

Chameleon 1 in 11 sentences 1 in 19 sentences 

Canoe 1 in 5 sentences 1 in 7 sentences 

Tests 1 in 4 sentences 1 in 11 sentences 
 

The connectives that occur in the corpus are listed in (17). The table shows if they have been found 
between sentences, within sentences or at the start of paragraphs. They are listed in the order in which 
they are discussed in the remainder of this section. 

(17) Connectives in Jita 

Connective Between sentences Within sentences Paragraph-initial 
mbe ‘so’    
woori ‘now’    
basi ‘so’    
kurwa ejo ‘therefore’    
na  ‘and’    
wone ‘also’    
nawe ‘but’    
tari ‘but’    
lakini ‘but’    
niwo ‘that is when’    
neeya ‘then’    
nyabhurika na ‘such that’    
kutyo ‘as’    
kwa okubha ‘because’    
korereki ‘so that’    
uti ‘like’    

 

Many of these connectives are discussed in the following subsections, first dealing with those that 
occur between sentences, and then those that occur within sentences. Some connectives occur both 
within and between sentences, so they are categorized according to their primary usage. Note that there 
are several conjunctions in the chart above that have more of a subordinating, adverbial function, such 
as kutyo ‘as’, kwa okubha ‘because’, korereki ‘so that’ and uti ‘like’. These are not discussed further in this 
section since examples of each of these are given in section 7.1 in the discussion of adverbial clauses. 
Also, note that only approximate English glosses are given, since more precise semantic analysis has not 
yet been carried out. 
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3.2 Connectives between sentences 

There are two primary connectives that occur between sentences, and both of these can also begin 
paragraphs. These are mbe ‘so’ and woori ‘now.’ The uses of mbe and woori are difficult to untangle. 
Perhaps the biggest difficulty is that they both rarely occur in the same text. The frequencies of these 
two connectives in each text are listed in (18) below (not including occurrences within direct speech or 
in the combination mbe woori, which is discussed later in this section). 

(18) Frequency of woori and mbe in the text corpus 

Text Mbe  Woori  
Watermelon   
Chicken 5  
Chameleon 3  
Tests  3 
Mariro  3 
Well  8 
Manyasi  9 
Cows  6 
Canoe 5 1 
Girl 5 3 

 

We see that mbe is used in only four texts, whereas woori is used to varying degrees in seven texts. 
In “Watermelon,” neither is used. In general, the primary function of these two connectives is similar, in 
that they both usually occur at points of discontinuity. These two connectives are each discussed in more 
detail in the remainder of this section. 

Mbe ‘so’ is a common connective in four texts: “Chicken,” “Chameleon,” “Canoe” and “Girl,” as 
shown in (18). In most of these cases, it occurs at the beginning of a sentence and at some type of 
discontinuity, which means it almost always coincides with a paragraph break. In “Girl,” for example, 
mbe usually serves to resume the event line following direct speech. For this reason, it seems likely that it 
is primarily a marker of discontinuity, signaling to the audience that a new paragraph is beginning. This 
is previously discussed in section 1.3 and section 2.1 where various examples are given. 

There are only two occurrences of mbe that, at least at first, do not seem to fit this explanation. In 
the example from “Canoe” in (19), mbe is sentence-initial (clause 32a) but not paragraph-initial. 
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(19) Mbe showing foreground/background discontinuity in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
31   Abhasakisi 

abho (Ref) 
:bhaariga 
bhari  (P3) 

 na orugendo 
rwebhwe 

 

Helpers those  they were   with trip 
their  

 

32a Mbe   --- nibharora (NAR) abhatubhisi abho 
(Ref) 

  

So  they saw  drowners those   
32b    nibhagenda 

okubheerura (NAR) 
   

    they went to save 
them 

   

Those helpers were with their trip. So they saw those drowners, and they went to save them. 

In this case, mbe is not a clear signal of discontinuity as it appears to be in many other examples in 
the corpus. There is, however, a switch from background information in sentence 31 to the foreground in 
sentence 32. This is a different type of discontinuity and a possible explanation for its presence. The 
second potential exception is similar, shown in (20). 

(20) Mbe showing foreground/background discontinuity in “Chameleon” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

33 Mbe   Mutuuju  ^naabha (NAR)  yimbere eya
 Wasongo  

 

So  Hare  he was   in front of 
Chameleon 

34 Mbe   --- nibhaamba okubhara 
(NAR) 

   

So  they started to count 
35   --- nibhabhara (NAR) rumwi rwakabhiri 

rwakasatu  
  

they counted  one two three 
So Hare was in front of Chameleon. So they started to count. They counted one, two, three. 

In sentence 33, mbe occurs at the beginning of a paragraph, but the first sentence of the paragraph 
is in the background. Then in 34, mbe occurs again. This time it is not paragraph-initial, but if we 
consider the switch from background to foreground, we can still view this as a marker of discontinuity. 

Woori ‘now’ seems to have a similar function as mbe in many ways, but its uses are much more 
varied. It can also act as a spacer, occur in direct speech and be used as a temporal adverb. Each of these 
functions is exemplified below. Like mbe, the connective woori can occur at the beginning of a paragraph 
or can sometimes mark discontinuity at the beginning of a non-paragraph-initial sentence. The 
paragraph-initial usage is most common in “Well” and “Manyasi,” which are the two texts with the 
highest number of occurrences of woori. 

For the non-paragraph-initial function, a good example is from “Manyasi.” In (21), woori occurs 
three times (clauses 10, 11a and 12). Sentence 10 is the beginning of a new paragraph, marked with 
woori. Sentence 11 then moves to background information, also marked with woori. Then its third use in 
12 is at a switch back to the foreground. Using the connective this frequently is not very common, but it 
does occur in a few instances, often when there is discontinuity in the event line. 
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(21) Woori marking foreground/background discontinuity in “Manyasi” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
10 Woori   >> nisigara-wo (NAR)   ing'aruka 

Now  he remained there  old man  
11a [Woori  mubhaanu 

bhanu  
 bhaawuywe okuja 

akukurumusya (PRF) 
jimbogo 
jirya]  

  

Now  among 
people these  

 who were going to startle those buffalo 

11b [11a]   >> :aariga ari-mo (P3)   umwi  
he was there one 

11c   --- ^naatogwa (NAR) Manyasi    
he was called  Manyasi 

12 Woori   Manyasi na 
owejaabho  

mbagenda okukurumusya 
(NAR) 

jimbogo    

Now Manyasi and his 
fellows 

they went to startle buffalo 

Now the old man remained there. Now among these people who were going to startle those buffalo, there was 
one called Manyasi. Now Manyasi and his fellows went to startle the buffalo. 

Another variation on the paragraph-initial usage is in “Well.” In (22), sentence 6 is the beginning of 
a new paragraph, but in this case, woori occurs after the temporal point of departure, not beforehand, 
and thus is not even sentence-initial. 

(22) Woori after point of departure in “Well” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

6a   [--- Beejire bhamara (PRF) omukutano gwebhwe oguso]    
When they finished meeting their that 

6b [6a]  woori  --- :bheekirisyanya (P3)   ati [6c]  
now  they agreed  that 

When they finished that meeting of theirs, now they agreed that…’ 

It is possible that this is a literal usage of woori, meaning ‘now’. Another clearer example of woori 
being used literally is in Manyasi 35a. A man is badly injured by a buffalo, and at the end of the 
narrative, the narrator says, ‘Now (woori), that man, he doesn’t like to hunt’. In the context, it is clear 
that ‘now’ refers to a literal present time, as opposed to the past when he did like to hunt. Whether or 
not the example in (22) is literal is difficult to determine conclusively. 

Woori also serves as a spacer1 to postpose an object, apparently for identificational presentation. In 
example (23) from “Well,” before sentence 18, the question is whom they would put as guard of the 
well. Then we learn that they put lion there. Lion is in focus, and one method of focusing an argument is 
by postposing it (see section 6.4). Since the focused element is an object, which is already after the verb, 
it needs a spacer to right-dislocate it. Woori serves this purpose. 

1 “Spacers tend to be short expressions with little or no stress [...]. They may have a default grammatical position in 
the sentence... but alternatively can be placed between constituents with distinct discourse-pragmatic roles” (Dooley 
and Levinsohn 2001:73). 
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(23) Woori used for postposing in “Well” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

18   --- Mbamuta-ko (NAR) >> woori nyawatare  
they put him there  now lion  

They put lion there now. 

The combination mbe woori ‘so now’ occurs one time each in five different texts, as shown in (24). 
We see that this combination is used sparingly, sometimes beginning a new episode, and twice at the 
beginning of the conclusion. 

(24) Occurrences of mbe woori in the corpus 

Tests 4a:  Within the orientation 
Well 11:  Beginning of a new developmental episode 
Girl 10a:  Beginning of a new developmental episode 
Chicken 42a:  Beginning of the conclusion, when the narrator addresses the audience 
Canoe 50:  Beginning of the conclusion, when the narrator addresses the audience  

 

Another connective, basi, is used much like mbe and could be translated ‘so’. This is a common 
connective in Swahili, and a Jita speaker has confirmed that its use in this text is a result of this 
particular narrator borrowing the word from Swahili. It is used very infrequently in the corpus, primarily 
in “Tests” where it occurs four times. 

A final connective used between sentences is kurwa ejo ‘therefore’. The sole example is shown 
below, in sentence 16 of “Canoe.” 

(25) Kurwa ejo in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
15a   Omuyaga  :gwariga guri (P3) mwafu muno   

Wind  it was much very 
15b  nyabhuriko na  makonjo wone  :gaariga gari (P3) maafu muno    

such that waves also they were much very 
16  Kurwa ejo  abhaanu  bhaatamibhwe okuja 

okubheerura (P1) 
   

Therefore people they did not succeed 
to go to save them 

The wind was very great, such that the waves also were very great. Therefore the people did not succeed to go 
save them. 

Sentences 15 and 16 are coordinated with this connective, showing that as a result of the wind and 
waves, the people were not able to save those who had drowned. 

3.3 Connectives within sentences 

Within sentences, clauses are even less likely to be joined with connectives, as shown in (16) in the 
introduction to connectives. In “Canoe,” one in seven sentences has clauses which are joined by a 
connective, whereas in “Chameleon,” there are as few as one connective in nineteen sentences. In the 
following subsections, additives and concessives are described, as well as some other less common 
connectives. 
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3.3.1 Additives and concessives 

Two additives and three concessives have been noted in the corpus. Additives indicate that there is an 
association between the two conjoined elements. Concessives indicate that the clause that they introduce 
counters a previous idea, either by directly contradicting an idea previously expressed or by countering 
an inference or expectation generated by previous material. 

The additives are na ‘and’ and wone ‘also’. The conjunction na can join entire clauses as well as 
individual words or phrases. For example, in the first line of “Chicken,” two participants are introduced: 
‘He was there Chicken and Hare’. In this case, na joins the two participants, which are within the same 
noun phrase. Two examples of clause coordination are shown in (26). 

(26) Independent clauses joined by na 

Cows 13h–i ‘Marima wanted cattle, and her children stole those cattle’ 
Watermelon 15a–c ‘...because the watermelons were eaten, and that thief who stole, he didn’t 

catch him’  
 

Another additive is wone ‘also’, which occurs in several texts. It nearly always follows a noun, 
pronoun or a demonstrative, as in oyo wone ‘that (person) also’. Good examples are found in “Chicken,” 
in which one participant (Hare’s wife) goes through the same events that another participant (Hare) first 
went through. See the example in (27). Hare had already died, so wone is used to show that Hare’s wife 
is going through a parallel set of events. 

(27) wone ‘also’ in “Chicken” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

37a   Oyo (Ref) wone  ^naagwa (NAR)  awo   
This also  she fell  there 

This (one) also fell there. 

There are three concessives in the corpus, nawe, tari and lakini, all of which are translated as ‘but’. 
Nawe is most common, and it can be used both within a sentence and between sentences. Several 
examples are listed in (28). 

(28) Examples of nawe ‘but’ in the corpus 

Chicken 9 abhaana bheeswe bhatakugosorera andi wuri nawe 
abhagosorera ewa omwikasyanya weeswe 
Mutuuju era 

‘our children don’t visit other place, 
but they visit our neighbor Hare 
only’ 

Canoe 19b nawe owumwi webhwe neeya naayigwa 
okugwatirira riigogo 

‘but one of them, he got tired of 
holding onto the log’ 

Canoe 24a Nawe abhaanu bhanu bhaatubhiiye... ‘But the people who drowned...’ 
Canoe 45 Nawe mu-chaaramo awo... ‘But during the mourning there...’ 
Canoe 30 Nawe ku-bhuteero nibhabhonekana abhaanu bha 

okubhasakira. 
‘But in the end there were people to 
help them.’ 

 

In the first example above from “Chicken,” nawe clearly occurs within the sentence, joining two 
independent clauses. In some of the remaining examples, it is less clear whether or not nawe starts a new 
sentence. In two examples, however, (Canoe 24 and 30), it is quite clear that nawe not only begins the 
sentence, but also the whole paragraph. These examples show that nawe can function both within 
sentences and between them. 
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Tari is much less common, occurring only once in the corpus in a speech clause. In Mariro 11d, an 
old lady tells Mariro that she’ll show him where his cows are, ‘but (tari) help me to farm here first’. Note 
that the Swahili concessive lakini ‘but’ occurs a couple of times in the corpus as well, but this is not a Jita 
word. 

3.3.2 Other connectives 

In this section, three other connectives are briefly discussed. First is niwo, which is an emphatic copular 
form and might be translated as ‘that is when’. It usually functions to connect two clauses, whether they 
are both independent or one is dependent. An example of each is in (29), both from “Tests.” 

(29) Examples of niwo in “Tests” 

‘he sat, niwo he started to talk to that daughter’ (Tests 13c) 
‘when he put outside all of the girls, niwo he arrived…’ (Tests 25b) 

 

In the first example, niwo connects two independent clauses. In the second example, niwo occurs in 
between a temporal point of departure and the main clause. Niwo can also occur at the beginning of a 
sentence, as in Well 33a. In sentence 32, the animals ask themselves who should guard the well. The 
next sentence answers their question: Niwo ^neetokeza wakuru ‘That is when Tortoise appeared.’ 

Another rare connective is neeya ‘then’. It occurs only once in the corpus, in Chicken 17a. In the 
preceding sentence, Chicken cried for his children. Then, the connective is used: ‘Neeya he said...’ An 
apparently related connective is nibheeya, which also means ‘then’ but is inflected for a plural subject. It 
occurs in Canoe 37, where it connects two independent clauses: ‘They were sad, then everyone cried’. 

Finally, the connective nyabhuriko na ‘such that’ also occurs only once, shown in (30). 

(30) Connective nyabhuriko na in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
15a   Omuyaga  :gwariga guri (P3) mwafu muno   

Wind  it was much very 
15b  nyabhuriko na  makonjo wone  :gaariga gari (P3) maafu muno    

such that waves also they were much very 
The wind was very great, such that the waves also were very great. 

3.4 Thematic development markers 

Thematic development markers (TDMs) indicate important steps in reaching the story’s objective. They 
do not signal discontinuities of time, place, action or participants, and can therefore be found at various 
places within a paragraph (not just at the beginning or end). They do not occur in the orientation section 
of a narrative, because the objective of the story has not been established at this point. 

In Jita, there is no clear evidence of TDMs, either in the way connectives are used or in the way that 
participants are referred to. The connectives mbe ‘so’ and woori ‘now’ often mark new paragraphs, 
particularly in developmental episodes. The fact that they almost always occur at the start of paragraphs 
and do not consistently indicate important developments in a story, suggests that their function is 
primarily to help structure the text rather than to mark thematic developments. 

4 Participant reference 

Participants in a narrative (that is, the characters in a story) need to be introduced in some way, and 
then subsequently referred to (or ‘tracked’) as the narrative develops. The way in which a participant is 
referred to depends partly on where it occurs in the text, and partly on whether it is a major or minor 
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participant. This section describes various types of participant reference in Jita, focusing especially on 
the text “Canoe.” 

4.1 Nominal forms in “Canoe” 

In “Canoe,” participants can be referred to using a variety of nominal forms. The following are some 
examples: 
• proper names such as Jeeradi M. Mabhewo (4b) 
• descriptive noun phrases such as omusaani waani omutwasi ‘my friend the groom’ (34b) 
• noun phrases containing a demonstrative and/or possessive pronoun2 such as omusaani waani oyo 

‘that friend of mine’ (5) 
• noun phrases containing a relative clause such as abhaanu abharebhe mu-bhanu bhaasigaaye kw-igogo 

‘some people from among those who remained on the log’ (21b) 
• pronouns such as anye ‘I’ (1) 
• incorporated pronouns, i.e. agreement on the verb such as a- as the subject in ^naabhusya ‘he asked’ 

4.2 Introduction of participants 

Often, major participants are introduced in Jita using a presentational articulation that postposes the 
subject and sometimes includes other information modifying the subject, exemplified in (31). 

(31) Participant introduction in “Chameleon” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1   >> :Bhaariga bhari-wo 

(P3) 
  abheekasyanya 

bhabhiri  
They were there    neighbors two  

2   Owa okwamba  :aariga ^naatogwa 
(P3.NAR) 

Wasongo    

The first  he was called Chameleon 
3   Owa akabhiri  ^naatogwaga 

(NAR.IPFV) 
Mutuuju    

The second  he was called Hare 
There were two neighbors. The first was called Chameleon. The second was called Hare. 

This is also common in stories involving humans, especially fictional stories, as in the beginning of 
“Mariro,” shown in (32). 

(32) Participant introduction in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

1   >> :Aariga ari-wo (P3)   omukaruka umwi  
He was there old person one 

2  
 

 
 

--- ^Naatogwa (NAR) Mariro   
 

 
 He was called Mariro  

There was a certain old person. He was called Mariro. 

2 Note that a possessive pronoun generally refers to a different participant rather than the head noun. 
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In some nonfiction accounts, a presentational formula is not used, but rather a person is introduced 
through explaining his or her relationship to someone else. This is the case in “Canoe,” shown in (33). 

(33) Participant introduction in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

3a Woori   --- nenda okubhaganira (PRS) inguru ya [3b]    
Now  I want to tell you about 

3b  [jinu  --- jaabhwene (PRF) omusaani waani]    
which it happened to friend my 

4a Mbe   --- naariga niri na (P3) omusaani    
So I had friend 

4b   --- ^naatogwaga (NAR.IPFV) Jeeradi M. Mabhewo    
he was called Jeradi M. Mabewo  

Now I want to tell you about what happened to my friend. So, I had a friend, he was called Jeradi M. Mabewo. 

Minor characters can also be introduced without presentational articulation. Example (34) shows 
characters being introduced within the story line (clause 13b). Here, the people on the shore are simply 
the subject of a new sentence, with no formal introduction.3 

(34) Minor participants introduced in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

13a   [--- Bhejire bhaatubhira (PRF)]     
When they had sunk 

13b [13a]  [abhaanu bhoone 
bhanu  

--- :bhaariga bhari (P3)  ku-chaaro]   

people all who  they were  on ground 
13c   [13b]  nibharuguura (NAR)    

they were surprised   
When they had sunk, all the people who were on the ground were surprised. 

Episodic major participants can also be introduced without the usual presentational articulation, but 
they are always introduced into an existing mental representation. In example (35) from “Canoe,” the 
normal copular locative verb is not used, but the subject is still postposed, indicating that the focus is on 
these new participants (see section 6 “Information structure”). This is the first mention of the people who 
came to rescue those who were drowning. They then go on to play a major role in this episode, even 
engaging in dialogue with the groom. 

3 Note that the participants in this example might more accurately be considered “semi-active participants,” which 
would rank below minor participants (see Stegen 2011:253–254). 
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(35) Episodic major participants introduced in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

30  Nawe ku-bhuteero  >> nibhabhonekana 
(NAR) 

  abhaanu bha 
okubhasakira  

But in the end  they were 
available  

  people of to help 
them  

But in the end, people to help them were available. 

4.3 Reactivation of participants after an absence 

In some instances, a longer phrase is used to refer to a participant (or group of participants) who has not 
been mentioned recently. This is seen a couple of times in “Canoe.” In (36), after a long absence, the 
groom is referred to as omusaani waani omutwasi ‘my friend the groom’. The groom had last been 
mentioned in sentence 9, and since then the story’s focus was on the canoe accident. 

(36) Reactivation after an absence in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
34a   [Abhaanu  bhejire bhaarebherera  ku-njekekera]   

People  when they drew near  to disaster 
34b [34a]  omusaani waani 

omutwasi  
^neechuka  omugasi 

waaye  
  

friend my groom he remembered wife his 
34c    ^naabhusya     
    he asked    
When people drew near to the disaster, my friend the groom remembered his wife, he asked… 

Another example from “Canoe” is in (37). The people watching the accident from dry land are last 
mentioned in sentence 14. After a long absence, they are reintroduced in clause 26a as abhaanu bha ku-
chaaro ‘people of the land’. 

(37) Reactivation after an absence in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
26a   Abhaanu bha 

ku-chaaro  
nibharuguura muno     

People of on land they were surprised very 
26b   --- nibhaayikaga    ati [26c–27]  

saying  that 
People on land were very surprised, saying… 

4.4 Further reference to active participants 

Often, after a major participant is introduced, he or she will be the subject of the next sentence with a 
referential demonstrative accompanying a descriptive phrase. This is exemplified twice in (38). The 
narrator’s friend is introduced in 4b and then referred to with a referential demonstrative in the 
following sentence. The friend’s wife is introduced in sentence 5 and is then referred to in sentence 6 
using a referential demonstrative. 
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(38) Referential demonstratives in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

4a Mbe   --- :naariga niri na (P3) omusaani    
So  I had friend  

4b   --- ^naatogwaga 
(NAR.IPFV) 

Jeeradi M. 
Mabhewo 

  

he was called  Jeradi M. Mabewo  
5  Rusiku rwa 

tareeye  
omusaani waani 
oyo (Ref) 

:aasookaga okutwara 
(IPFV) 

omuyarakaji wa 
Echikerebhe  

  

Day of date 
27-2-1987 

friend my that he was coming from 
marrying 

daughter 
of Kikerewe  

6   Omuyarakaji 
oyo (Ref) 

:aatogwaga (IPFV) Peerusi Mayingu    

Daughter that she was called Perusi Maingu  
So, I had a friend, he was called Jeradi M. Mabewo. On 2 February 1987, that friend of mine was coming from 
the marrying a Kerewe daughter. That daughter was called Perusi Maingu. 

In the following example, a group which acts as an episodic major participant is also referred to 
with a referential pronoun the first time it acts as the subject after being introduced. In (39), a group of 
swimmers is introduced in clauses 21b–c, and then they are referred to as ‘those swimmers’ in 22a. 

(39) Referential demonstrative after participant introduction in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
21b   [abhaanu abharebhe 

mu-bhanu  
:bhaasigaaye (P3)  kw-igogo   

people some among 
those who  

they remained  on the log 

21c   [21b]  :bhaariga nibhamenya 
okuwuga] (P3.NAR)  

    

they knew to swim  
22a   Abhawugi abho (Ref) bhaasakiraga (P3.IPFV) abheejabho    

Swimmers those  were helping  colleagues 
their 

Some people among those who remained on the log knew how to swim. Those swimmers were helping their 
colleagues. 

Also note that once a participant has been introduced, no marking is needed outside of verb when 
the same participant continues to be the subject of consecutive clauses, as shown in (40). 
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(40) Continued reference in “Chameleon” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
40a   Mutuuju  ^neefugunyira (NAR)    

Hare  he ran fast 
40b   --- ^neefugunyira (NAR)    

he ran fast 
40c   --- ^neefugunyira (NAR)    

he ran fast 
Hare ran, ran, ran fast. 

See sections 6.3 and 6.4 for more discussion of continued topics and switch topics. See also section 
9.3 for discussion of over-specification of participants, which can be used for emphasis. 

4.5 Pronouns 

Independent pronouns are not very common in Jita narratives, but they do occur more often in direct 
speech. The 1S pronoun anye ‘I’ and the 2S pronoun awe ‘you’ both occur a number of times in speech in 
“Chicken” (23b, 31e and 35b), “Chameleon” (6b, 8, 17, 32a, 49 and 71b), “Cows” (18h) and “Mariro” 
(10b). When awe ‘you’ occurs, it is always a vocative. And in all cases but one (Chameleon 71b), anye is 
the subject. Note that there is one other use of anye in Canoe 1: The narrator of “Canoe” begins by 
introducing himself, so the entire narrative starts off with ‘I, my name, I am called…’ 

Outside of speech, demonstratives and emphatic copular pronouns (e.g. niwe ‘is he/she’) are much 
more common than any other pronominal forms. There are also no clear examples of assistive pronouns 
(e.g. ‘and he’) in the corpus, other than three instances of being used in an accompaniment sense 
following the verb, such as nage ‘with her’ (Canoe 55a) and najo ‘with it’ (Cows 4b and 5a).Instead of 
using an assistive pronoun as a subject or connective, Jita uses the additive connective wone ‘also’ on 
occasions in which other languages might use an assistive pronoun (see section 3.3.1 for examples). 

There are also a handful of examples of emphatic pronouns scattered through the corpus. The 3S 
pronoun omwene ‘himself’ is most common (Chicken 34a; Girl 15a and 42a; Well 8 and 36a), but 
pronouns from other noun classes occur as well, for example, eryene (class 5; Girl 39a), eyene (class 9; 
Mariro 8b) and akeene (class 12; Mariro 19c). Each occurrence of these pronouns is in the subject 
position, and in nearly every case, it would be clear who the subject is without the use of these 
pronouns. Therefore it appears that they are used primarily for emphasis and to show contrast. 

5. Tense and aspect in foreground and background 

In a narrative, events are organized chronologically. Consequently, foreground material consists of events 
that take place in chronological sequence. This sequence of events is called the event line (also known as 
the theme line or main line). Typically, most of the events on the event line will be actions performed 
intentionally by the participants in the story. Non-event material and events presented out of sequence 
are classified as background material in narrative. Foreground and background are often distinguished 
through the use of tense and aspect. 

5.1 Tense and aspect markers in Jita 

Narratives primarily relate events which happened in the past. There are three past tenses in Jita. The 
hodiernal (recent) past (P1) is used for events that happened on the same day. Hesternal (yesterday) past 
(P2) is used to describe events that happened the previous day. Distant past (P3) is used for events that 
happened any time before yesterday, including long ago. Note that P2 does not occur at all in the text 
corpus. Negative forms will not be considered for analysis here. 
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Narrative tense (NAR) is used to relay a progression of events, usually in the past. It is important to 
note that the same form of the verb can also be used as an imperfective when it occurs as the second 
verb in a past tense compound verb to form an imperfective aspect (glossed in the texts as P3.NAR). The 
imperfective sense of the narrative can also be found in a single-word verb form when the imperfective 
aspect marker is suffixed to the narrative verb (glossed in the texts as NAR.IPFV). 

The term narrative tense has been used here, rather than consecutive tense, because a consecutive 
tense is contingent upon following another tense (an ‘establishing tense’). For example, a language that 
uses a consecutive tense would “set the scene” for a narrative, and usually for a new event or even 
paragraph, by using a past tense for the first verb on the main event line as the establishing tense. This is 
commonly seen in Swahili, with the use of the past tense marked by li usually starting a narrative, 
followed by verbs using ka, the consecutive tense marker. In contrast, a narrative tense does not require 
another verb form to be used for the first event to set the time frame. Rather, all the main line verbs in a 
narrative text can be in the narrative tense. Jita fits this second pattern. 

Jita also has a perfect form,4 a present tense and at least one future tense. There is also a future 
formed by combining the present tense form of the verb okuja ‘to go/come’ with the infinitive form of a 
verb. The imperfective aspect marker –ag- (IPFV) can be added to many different forms of the verb as a 
suffix before the final vowel to change the meaning of the verb to something that is more repetitive or 
ongoing.5 

Table 7 shows the morphological make-up of the basic forms which commonly occur in the texts. 
The subject agreement prefix is represented with S, and the verb root is abbreviated with V. 

Table 7. Tense and aspect markers in Jita 

Recent past  (P1) S-a-V-a 
Distant past  (P3) :S-a-V-erea 
Narrative (NAR) ni-S-V-a 
Perfect (PRF) S-a-V-ere 
Present (PRS) S-V-a 
Imperfective (IPFV) a-S-V-ag-a 
Future  (F1) S-ri-V-a  
Subjunctive (SUBJ) S-V-e 
a The distant past and the prefect are morphologically identical but tonally 
distinct. The colon is a grammatical tone marker, which is placed at the 
beginning of remote past forms to distinguish them from the perfect. 

5.2 Tense and aspect in foreground and background in “Chameleon” 

Table 8 lists the tense and aspect markers found in main clauses throughout “Chameleon.” Where the 
Background column has ‘speech’ in parenthesis, this indicates that the last main verb listed in the 
Foreground column introduces direct speech. Verb forms within speech have been omitted. Closed 
conversations, which are sequences of speeches in which two participants each speak in turn, are also 
omitted from the analysis, as structurally, closed conversations function as a single event rather than as a 
sequence of events; closed conversations are discussed in section 8. Subordinate clauses are also not 
included in this analysis. 

4 Note that the term “perfect” is synonymous with what Nurse calls the “anterior” (Nurse 2008). 
5 Though this form sometimes has a clearly habitual sense, it seems that it can also have a broader imperfective 
meaning, thus the reason for using the broader term here. 
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The general pattern shown below is that the foreground consists almost entirely of narrative verb 
forms, with only occasional past tense forms. Note that all of the past tense verbs that occur in the 
foreground are in peak episodes. The background consists of a greater variety of verb forms, including 
past, imperfective, present and occasionally narrative. 

Table 8. Tense and aspect in sections of “Chameleon” 

Section Sentences Foreground (event line) Background (non-event line) 
Orientation 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

 
 

past presentational construction 
past narrative (imperfective) 
narrative imperfective 
past 
imperfective 

Inciting episode 6–10 
11–19 

narrative 
(closed conversation) 

(speech continuing to 10) 

Developmental 
episode 

20 narrative  

Developmental 
episode 

21 
22 

narrative (x3) 
(implied speech verb) 

 
(speech) 

Developmental 
episode 

23 
24–25 

narrative 
narrative 

 
(speech continuing to 25) 

Developmental 
episode 

26 
27 
28–29 

 
narrative 
narrative 

past narrative (imperfective) 
 
(speech continuing to 29) 

Peak episode 30 
31–32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42–45 

narrative 
narrative 
 
narrative 
narrative 
narrative 
narrative (x3) 
 
 
narrative (x4) 
narrative (x2) 
narrative 

 
(speech continuing to 32) 
Narrativea 
 
 
 
 
present 
present 
 
 
(speech continuing to 45) 

Peak episode 46 
47–49 
50 
51 

past 
(implied speech verb) 
(implied speech verb) 
narrative 

 
(speech continuing to 49) 
(speech) 

Peak episode 52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

narrative 
narrative 
narrative 
 
 
narrative 

(speech) 
(speech) 
 
narrative 
narrative 
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Section Sentences Foreground (event line) Background (non-event line) 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62–63 
64 
65 
66–68 

past 
narrative 
narrative (x3) 
narrative 
narrative 
narrative (x4) 
narrative 
narrative 

 
 
 
 
(speech continuing to 63) 
 
 
(speech continuing to 68) 

Peak episode 69 
70–73 
74 

past 
(implied speech verb) 
narrative (x2) 

 
(speech continuing to 73) 

Denouement 75 
76 

narrative 
narrative (x2) 

 

Conclusion 77  present 
a Note that sentence 33 (as well as 55–56) includes background information, explaining, ‘Hare was in front. 
Chameleon was behind.’ However, because this is presented with the narrative tense, it is possible that the author is 
bringing this background information to the foreground, perhaps as a way of building up tension in the peak. 
Alternatively, it could be that narrative forms are simply allowed to occur in background sections without any real 
tension-building implications, since this has also been observed in “Canoe” (see sentences 39–40 in Table 9). 

5.3 Tense and aspect in foreground and background in “Canoe” 

Table 9 lists the tense and aspect markers found in main clauses throughout “Canoe.” Subordinate 
clauses and speech are not included in this analysis. The patterns in “Canoe” are similar to those in 
“Chameleon.” The foreground is almost exclusively presented with narrative tense, whereas the 
background has much more variation. 

Table 9. Tense and aspect in sections of “Canoe” 

Section Sentences Foreground (event line) Background (non-event line) 
Orientation  1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

 present 
present 
present 
past, narrative imperfective 
imperfective 
imperfective 
past 
past narrative (imperfective) 
past, narrative (x2) 
past 
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Section Sentences Foreground (event line) Background (non-event line) 
Inciting episode 11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

narrative 
narrative (x2) 
narrative (x2) 
narrative 
 
 

 
 
(speech) 
 
past (x2) 
negative past 

Developmental episode 17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

narrative 
narrative (x2) 
narrative (x5) 
 
 
 
narrative (x2) 

 
 
 
past 
present, past 
imperfect 
 

Developmental episode 24 
25 
26-27 
 
28 
29 

 
 
narrative, 
narrative imperfective 

past 
past 
(speech continuing through 27) 
 
present 
present 

Developmental episode 30 
31 
32 
33 

narrative 
 
narrative (x2) 
narrative 

 
past 
 
 

Developmental episode 34 
35 
36 

narrative (x3) 
narrative (x2) 
past 

 
(speech) 

Denouement 37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

narrative (x2) 
narrative 
 

 
 
narrative 
narrative 
present, past 
narrative 

Denouement 43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

 
narrative (x3) 
narrative 
narrative 
narrative 
narrative 
 
narrative (x2) 

narrative 
 
 
(speech) 
 
(speech) 
narrative 
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Section Sentences Foreground (event line) Background (non-event line) 
Conclusion 51 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

 
 
 

subjunctive 
present (x3), narrative 
command 
future 
subjunctive (x2) 
present (x2) 
present 

5.4 Summary 

In Jita, the event line is almost always marked by the narrative tense. Exceptions can occur in the peak 
episode, where distant past may be found. Background information can be expressed through a wide 
variety of tenses, including distant past, present and even narrative. And especially in “Canoe,” we have 
seen that information that is background in nature can be expressed using the narrative tense. Note that 
other texts, such as “Tests,” use the perfect for background information in the introduction and 
sometimes in the conclusion as well. 

The conclusion may have very different tense and aspect markers, especially if the narrator is 
directly addressing the audience. Here, one can find present tense, command forms, subjunctive, perfect, 
narrative and future tense. 

6 Information structure 

Information structure deals with the relationship between linguistic form and the nature of the 
information it presents. Sentence structure reflects a speaker or writer’s assumptions about what the 
hearer or reader already knows. For example, the writer of a narrative may use a certain constituent 
order when the information expressed by the object is what the sentence is about (the topic), compared 
to when the object does not fulfill this particular role in the information structure. What is said about the 
topic is termed the comment. A sentence in which there is a topic which is followed by a comment about 
that topic is said to have topic-comment articulation. If the topic of a sentence is the same as that of the 
previous sentence, it is called a continued topic. If it is different, it is called a switch topic. 

Another important information structure category is that of focus. For example, a writer may mark a 
constituent with a special particle when it fills an information gap in a reader’s mental representation of 
a text. Such a constituent is called the focus of the sentence. If a whole sentence is given without any 
link to the established context, that sentence has sentence focus. If the subject of a sentence is already 
established in the discourse context and the predicate fills an information gap about that subject in the 
reader’s mental representation, that sentence is said to have predicate focus. If, rather than the sentence 
as a whole or the predicate, an argument of the verb is the focus, that sentence is an example of argument 
focus. A sentence with a focused argument is said to have identificational articulation, as it identifies 
which argument should fill the gap in the reader’s mental representation of the text. 

Information structure in Jita is primarily concerned with the relative order of subject, verb, object 
and oblique constituents in a sentence. The following sections exemplify how Jita articulates different 
types of focus. 
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6.1 Presentational articulation (sentence focus) 

In presentation articulation, an entity is introduced into a text without being linked to any established 
material. In Jita, this most commonly happens after a copular verb with a locative suffix, as in example 
(41). The subject is always postposted in presentational articulation. 

(41) Presentational articulation in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1   >> :Aariga ari-wo (P3)    omukaruka umwi  
He was there old person one 

There was a certain old person. 

Presentational articulation is also used to introduce important events. Example (42) shows the 
introduction of a wedding in the text “Chicken,” which is a significant event in the story line. Once 
again, we see a copular verb form with a locative suffix, followed by a postposed subject. 

(42) Presentational articulation of an event in “Chicken” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

21  Rusiku rumwi mu-chaaro 
cheebhwe omwo  

>> nibhubha-mo 
(NAR)  

  obhuregesi  

Day one in country their 
there 

it was there   wedding  

One day there in their country, there was a wedding. 

See sections 1.3.1 and 4.2 for more examples of presentational articulation. 

6.2 Topic-comment articulation (predicate focus with a switch topic) 

Most of the new information in a narrative is expressed through predicates (verbs or copulas), and so 
predicate focus is the most common form of focus. The topic usually precedes the predicate or is 
expressed through an incorporated subject pronoun alone. When there is a lexical topic, this is usually 
the subject. This can be seen in (43) in which ‘that daughter’ is both the topic and a point of departure. 
It is a switch topic from the previous sentence. 

(43) Topic-comment articulation in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
6   Omuyarakaji oyo  :aatogwaga (IPFV)  Peerusi Mayingu    

that daughter she was called Perusi Maingu  
That daughter was called Perusi Maingu. 

Another example is from the text “Mariro,” in which the topic primarily switches back and forth 
between Mariro and a group of old ladies. Each time the topic switches or a new paragraph begins, the 
topic is expressed lexically in the first clause and then with incorporated subject pronouns in later 
clauses, until the topic switches again. At that point, the new topic is expressed lexically once again. 

When the topic coincides with the grammatical subject of the clause, its status as a topic can also be 
made evident if other pre-verbal material intervenes between the subject and the verb. The subject is 
then marked as a topic by being preposed before that material, as in (44). 
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(44) Preposed subject in “Watermelon” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
4a Eyo mw-ibhara wamembe bhuri rusiku << :aajaga (IPFV)   mu-mugunda gwaye  

There in forest Hyena every day  he went  to field his 
There in the forest, Hyena, every day he went to his field… 

Following the spatial point of departure ‘there in the forest’, the topic (and subject) ‘Hyena’ occurs. 
Then a temporal phrase ‘every day’ follows the subject, which acts as a spacer, serving to prepose the 
subject and clearly mark it as the topic. The remainder of the sentence ‘he went to his field’ is then the 
comment. 

In some cases, other constituents such as objects and locative phrases are preposed in order to mark 
them as topics. In (45), ‘that rock’ is the object of a complement clause (20b) which is embedded in an 
adverbial phrase (20a–b). Remarkably, the object of this embedded clause is preposed to the front of the 
sentence, marking it as the topic. The object ‘that rock’ is already established in the text (in the previous 
sentence), but it is not the topic of the previous sentence. Therefore, in this case it is a switch topic. 

(45) Preposed object in “Tests” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

20a [Ribhuyi eryo  --- ejire arora (PRF)   [20b]   
rock that when he saw  

20b    atari na (PRS)  ja kwasisya <<]   
he does not have (thing) to break 

20c   [20a–b]  ^neeganirisya muno (NAR)    
he thought a lot 

That rock, when he saw he had nothing to break it with, he thought a lot. 

6.3 Predicate focus with a continued topic 

When there is no change of topic or new paragraph, the topic is usually expressed only through the use 
of a subject prefix on the verb. That is, continued topics do not need to be expressed lexically. This is 
illustrated in (46), in which the topic abhaanu is expressed lexically in the first clause and then with a 
subject prefix only on the verb for each of the following clauses. 

(46) Continued topic in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
44a   Abhaanu  nibharuguura (NAR)     

people  they were amazed 
44b   --- nibharira (NAR)     

they cried  
44c   --- nibhaarama (NAR)     

they mourned 
The people were surprised, they cried, they mourned. 

Though the use of subject agreement on the verb is the most common way of marking a continued 
topic, Jita does not strictly distinguish between how continued and switch topics are marked. A narrator 
may choose to express a topic lexically even when it is a continued topic, and it is still placed before the 
verb, just like switch topics. In example (47), from “Manyasi,” sentence 35 has the same topic as the 
preceding sentence, yet a noun and referential demonstrative are used to renew the topic. There does not 
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appear to be a paragraph break or any other reason to renew the topic; therefore, it is likely that the use 
of a lexical topic in this case is for emphasis (see section 9.3). 

(47) Continued topic in “Manyasi” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

35a  Woori  omumura oyo  atachandaga na kufwima     
Now man this he doesn’t like to hunt 

Now, this man does not like to hunt. 

6.4 Identificational articulation (argument focus) 

The most common method of focusing on a specific argument is by postposing that argument. This is 
particularly the case when a grammatical subject is in focus (that is, it is the new information). One 
example of this type of identificational articulation is from the text “Chicken”, as shown in (48), in 
which the subject ‘heads only’ is postposed. We have already been told that there is a wedding, and that 
the participants plan to go. The unknown information is who or what will be going, and we learn that it 
is only heads (not the rest of the body) that can go. 

(48) Postposed subject in “Chicken”6 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

25e  [Mu-bhuregesi eyo >> ejigenda   mitwe era 
At wedding there they are going  heads only  

At the wedding there, they are going heads only. 

A very similar example, this time from “Mariro,” is in (49), clause 15a. The grammatical subject 
‘women only’ is postposed, and this is the focused piece of information. The previous sentence described 
a particular place as a ‘land of women’, but here that concept is repeated and clarified, stating that only 
women lived there. 

(49) Two methods of argument focus in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a  Echaaro echo (Ref) >> :bhaariga bheekaye-mo 
(P3.PRF)  

  abhagasi 
era  

Land that they were living there women only 
15b  na   nibho (PRS)     

and  it is them 
15c   (15b) :bhaariga bheebhire 

(P3.PRF) 
jing'a ja 
Mariro  

  

they had stolen cows of 
Mariro 

In that land, only women lived there, and it was them who had stolen Mariro’s cows. 

6 Note that this example is taken from a direct speech quote, but it is very consistent with other similar structures 
outside of speech quotes, as in the other examples. 
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The rest of the sentence (15b–c) goes on to explain that these women were the ones who stole 
Mariro’s cows. At this point in the story, we already know that Mariro’s cows had been stolen, and this 
sentence fills in the gap of who stole them, thus showing another form of identificational articulation. 
These two clauses together form a cleft construction, which is a less common way of showing argument 
focus in Jita. The first part of the cleft is the one-word form nibho, which is an emphatic copular pronoun 
meaning ‘it is them’. The second part of the construction is a clause ‘they had stolen Mariro’s cows’. It is 
not clearly a relative clause, since there is not an overt relativizing pronoun, but it functions as a 
dependent clause in this construction. 

These two different ways of expressing argument focus are diagrammed in (50). 

(50) Two means of articulating argument focus in Jita, using Mariro 15a–c 

15a POD presupposition argument focus 
 Echaaro echo  :bhaariga bheekaye-mo  abhagasi era  
 That land they were living there women only 

 

15b–c argument focus (with copula) presupposition (dependent clause) 
 nibho  :bhaariga bheebhire jing'a ja Mariro  
 it is them (who) had stolen Mariro’s cows 

 

To review, in 15a the focused subject is postposed. In 15b–c, the focused argument precedes the 
known information (the presupposition), also known as ‘focus-presupposition’ sentence articulation. 

Finally, another type of identificational articulation is in question form, as in (51). In “Chicken”, 
Chicken and his wife ask themselves, ‘The one who is taking our children is who?’ This question is 
divided into two clauses, with the single-word question clause niga ‘is who’ in the second clause. The 
known information (the presupposition) is first in the sentence, followed by the focused element in the 
second clause. 

(51) Question focus in “Chicken” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

8b [Asi  unu  --- kachigegera (PRS) abhaana bheeswe    
So  this (person)  he takes from us  children our 

8c   [8b]  niga (PRS)     
is who 

The one who is taking our children is who? 

6.5 Summary 

When an entirely new participant or event is introduced, presentational articulation is used. In this case, 
a copular locative verb is followed by a postposed subject. 

The most common articulation in the narrative texts is topic-comment articulation, where the topic 
is known information. The topic occurs at the beginning of the clause, and the comment is new 
information, given in the predicate. Both switch topics and continued topics can be expressed lexically, 
though continued topics within a paragraph are often expressed solely by a verbal prefix. Topics always 
occur before the predicate. 

There are two expressions of identificational articulation. One method is to postpose the focused 
argument, and another is to use a cleft construction. 
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7 Adverbial clauses and relative clauses 

Adverbial clauses occur either at the beginning or at the end of a sentence and are outside of the clause 
nucleus. Relative clauses occur within another clause and provide information about a noun phrase. Both 
of these types of clauses occur in Jita narratives. 

7.1 Adverbial clauses 

In order to discover the use of adverbial clauses in the corpus as a whole, examples of adverbial clauses 
that occur before the main clause are listed in (52), and clauses that occur after the main clause are 
listed in (53). As the examples show, those that occur before the main clause function as temporal PODs, 
often in tail-head linkage constructions. 

(52) Clauses that occur before the main clause (temporal) 

eejire aakinga awo ‘when he arrived there’ (Chameleon 41) 
Eejire aabhirima ‘when he ran’ (Watermelon 20a) 
Eejire aakinga yiika ewa Mutuuju  ‘when he arrived at the house of Hare’ 

(Chicken 11a) 
Eejire aamara okubhakeesya kisikisi  ‘when he finished greeting them well’ 

(Chicken 12a) 
eejire aarora chimari  ‘when he saw the truth’ (Chicken 31a) 
eejire aasoosibhwa-ko omutwe  ‘when he had cut off the head’ (Chicken 33a) 
Eejire aabhuma ing’oma  ‘when he beat the drum’ (Well 3a) 
Bheejire bhamara omukutano gwebhwe oguso  ‘when they finished that meeting’ (Well 6a) 
Eejire aabhurabha  ‘when he tasted it’ (Well 24a) 
Eejire aabhutura omukira  ‘when he cut the tail’ (Well 41a) 
bheejire bhaabhirima okukinga agati ya inyanja ‘when they sped to reach the middle of the 

lake’ (Canoe 11a) 
 

Adverbial clauses that occur at the end of the sentence, following the independent clause, express 
manner, reason and purpose, as shown in (53). 

(53) Clauses that occur after the main clause 

(a) Manner 

kutyo aabhwirwa na omurume ‘...as she was told by her husband’ (Chicken 
30c) 

uti eyiyenja echiinu ‘like it was looking for something’ (Manyasi 
16e) 

uti eyenda okubhirima ‘like it wanted to run’ (Manyasi 17d) 

(b) Reason 

kurya okubha amakunja kubhi gariibhirwe ‘because his watermelons were eaten’ 
(Watermelon 22c) 

kwa okubha ribhara eryo niryo bhajagemo okufwima ‘because that land was where they went to 
hunt’ (Manyasi 4d–e) 
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sababu echipindi echo amanji gaga gabhurire muno ‘because at that time water was very scarce’ 
(Well 4b) 

kwa okubha :bhaariga bhatari na owa okugwatirira ‘because they didn’t have anything to hold on 
to’ (Canoe 17b) 

(c) Purpose  

korereki araabha jimbogo jirya jakurumuka  ‘so that if those buffalo jump up’ (Manyasi 8c) 
korereki bhaasiga okuteesuka kw-igogo  ‘so that they should not drop from the log’ 

(Canoe 22b) 
 

In the final two examples, showing purpose adverbials, korereki ‘so that’ explicitly marks the clause 
as subordinate. However, there are other examples in the text in which korereki is assumed but not 
overtly used. Example (54) from “Mariro” is a good example of this. Clauses 18c and 18d are both 
adverbial clauses expressing purpose: “They waited [so that] he would get fat [so that] they could eat 
him.” Nonetheless, korereki is not used in these cases, showing that the same meaning can also be 
expressed by juxtaposition alone (and in this case, the subjunctive mood). 

(54) No purpose connective in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
18b   --- :bhaarindiriiye (P3)  [18c–18d]    

they waited  
18c   [Mariro  ayame (SUBJ)    [18d]  

Mariro  he should get fat  
18d   [--- bhamurye] (SUBJ)     

they should eat him  
They waited so that he would get fat so that they could eat him. 

Finally, note an example of adverbial clauses occurring both before and after the main clause. 
Chicken 30a is a temporal clause preceding the main clause, and 30c is a manner clause following the 
main clause. 

(55) Adverbial clauses in Chicken 30 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

30a [Mbe   Wamutuuju  eejire aaja (PRF)]     
So  Hare when he came 

30b [30a]   muka Wangʼoko  ^naamubhwira (NAR)    [30c]  
wife (of) Chicken she told him 

30c  [kutyo  --- aabhwirwa (P1)   na omurume]   
as  she had been told  by man 

So when Hare came, Chicken’s wife told him as she had been told by her husband. 

7.2 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are dependent clauses which describe or identify a noun phrase. They are typically 
formed with a proximal demonstrative serving as a relativizer, followed by a verb. There are no clear 
examples in the corpus of non-restrictive relative clauses, so only restrictive clauses are shown here. 
Restrictive relative clauses identify (i.e. restrict) the reference of the noun that they modify. Some texts 
use more relative clauses than others. For example, they are far more frequent in the non-fiction 
narrative “Canoe” than in the traditional folktales. 
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Relative clauses in Jita can be used to identify an entity that is mentioned in either a preceding or a 
following main clause. The examples in (56) show that it is most common for the relative clause to 
precede the main clause, and it can function as either the subject or the object of the following clause. 
The final two examples, however, are cases in which the relative clause modifies the object of the 
preceding clause. 

(56) Relative clauses in the text corpus 

Subject of following clause:  
Abhaanu bhanu bhaasigaaye kw-igogo okwo  ‘People who remained on that log’ (Canoe 20a) 
abhaanu bhoone bhanu :bhaariga bhari ku-chaaro  ‘all the people who were on dry land’ 

(Canoe 13b) 
abhaanu bhanu bhaatubhiiye  ‘people who drowned’ (Canoe 24a) 
Object of the following clause:  
Obhwato bhunu bhwatubhiiye ‘The canoe that drowned’ (Canoe 18a) 
omwifi unu amwibhiiye ‘that thief who stole’ (Watermelon 22c) 
Object of the preceding clause:  
omuyarakaji unu owuja okutwara ‘the daughter whom you are going to marry’ 

(Canoe 52e) 
abhayarakaji bhanu bhari ayeyi mu-nguyo jeemwe ‘daughters who are near in your villages’ 

(Canoe 52g) 
 

In all of these examples, the relative clauses identify (or restrict) the reference of the NP. In the first 
example in (57), the relativized noun is ‘people’, and the relative clause is restricting the reference to the 
people who were on the log, not those who had let go of the log. 

It is also possible to use a relative clause without an explicit mention of the noun that it modifies, 
shown in (57). In 25a, the noun ‘person’ is implicit. In this example, the relative clause is the subject of 
the following main clause. 

(57) Relative clauses in “Chameleon” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

25a  [Unu  --- akayige (F1)  owejaabho]    
(He) who  he will beat  his colleague  

25b   [25a] amuteme-ko (SUBJ)  omukira    
he should cut him there tail 

The one who beats his colleague will cut off his (colleague’s) tail. 

Locations can also be identified with a relative clause. In the examples in (58), the relative clause 
follows the main clause. 

(58) Relative clauses identifying locations 

owutura okunyeresya enu jing'a jani jiri? ‘can you show me where my cows are?’ (Mariro 10c) 

Jing’a jaawo, nimenyere enu jiri. ‘Your cows, I know where they are.’ (Mariro 12b–c) 

omuja okutwara kura enu bhatari abhaanyu ‘you go to marry far away where there are no 
relatives’ (Canoe 52c) 
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Note that in each example, an overt noun for ‘place’ is not present, and the locative proximal 
demonstrative enu is sufficient. 

Finally, relative clauses are also used to make negative statements, as in (59). 

(59) Relative clause used in a negative statement in “Chicken” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

7a   --- Chitari-wo (PRS)  choone choone [7b]   
it is not there anything 

7b  [chinu  --- owutura okundebherera (PRS)]    
which  you are able to come close to 

me 
There is nothing in which you are able to come close to me. 

8 Reported speech 

In Jita, direct speech is the default means of reporting speech. Indirect speech is less common. There are 
only a few unambiguous examples of indirect speech in the text corpus. 

8.1 Functions of direct and indirect speech: foreground and background 

Both direct and indirect speech are used almost exclusively in the foreground of a text. That is, the verbs 
introducing the speech occur in the foreground, and the content of the speech often initiates events on 
the event line. A good example of this is in “Chameleon” (6–10), in which the first event of the narrative 
is direct speech that presents the problem of the narrative. Other times, speech contains information that 
is more background in nature. For example, direct speech can be used to show a character’s internal 
dialogue about a situation. An example from “Chameleon” is when Chameleon reflects on Hare’s harsh 
words to him (sentence 22). 

Though there is speech throughout the “Chameleon” text, speech is even more common in the peak 
than in other parts of the text. In “Chicken,” on the other hand, speech is much more common in the 
developmental episodes. Indirect speech is found only in a developmental episode of “Chameleon” 
(within direct speech) and only in the peak of “Chicken.” 

There is only one example of indirect speech in the introduction of a text, found in “Manyasi.” The 
“Manyasi” text is a second-hand account of a real life event, so early in the text (sentences 1–3), the 
narrator explains (in free translation): ‘There is a friend named Mkama. Now one day he was telling me 
how his friend was healed from being killed by a buffalo. He told me that…’ The rest of the text is 
reported speech. Therefore, the nature of this text as a second-hand account sets it apart from the other 
texts, in which direct speech in the foreground is the more normal pattern. 
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8.2 Speech introducers in direct and indirect speech 

In Jita, direct speech can be introduced with a variety of different verbs, usually followed by the quote 
marker ati. A typical example of direct speech, showing both of these elements, is shown in (60). 

(60) Direct speech in “Chicken” with speech verb and ati 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
23a   Wangʼoko  ^naabhirikira (NAR) Wamutuuju   ati [23b–24]  

Chicken he called Hare that 
23b [Wamutuuju 

awe 
 --- yanguwa bhwangu 

bhwangu  
   

Hare you come quickly quickly 
Chicken called to Hare, “You Hare, come fast fast.” 

Note that ati can also be used as a complementizer to introduce non-speech clauses, comparable to 
kwamba in Swahili or that in English. Ati can also occur alone to introduce speech, without an explicit 
speech verb, as in (61). 

(61) Ati introducing speech in “Chameleon” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
50a   Mutuuju  ---   ati [50b]  

Hare  that 
50b [>>  --- chisubhirire rindi    musaani waani] 

let us return again friend my 
Hare (said), “Let us return again, my friend.” 

On a few occasions, there is a speech verb but no ati. An even rarer pattern is to have neither a 
speech verb nor ati to introduce the speech, attested only a couple of times in “Tests” and “Well.” In 
“Tests,” in both instances (clauses 16h and 18i), context makes it clear who the speaker is. In “Well,” 
sentences 21–22, the dialogue changes from one speaker to the next with no introductory or transition 
words outside the quote. 

There are few unambiguous examples of indirect speech in the text corpus, but they all start with a 
form of the verb okubhwira ‘to tell’. There is variation concerning whether or not the speech introducer 
ati is used after the speech verb; it is present as often as it is absent. 

8.3 Speech in “Chameleon” and “Chicken” 

The following charts present speech verbs and introducers from two texts as they are used in 
monologues, conversations and indirect speech. The texts “Chameleon” and “Chicken” are chosen 
because they are edited texts with a substantial amount of reported speech in varying circumstances. We 
first look at monologues in each text, shown in Tables 10 and 11. If the speaker listed in the “Speaker” 
column is only given in parentheses, it signifies that the speaker is not overtly mentioned. When the 
entry in “Speech verb” or “Quote marker” column is left blank, it signifies that those elements are not 
present in the text. 
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Table 10. Speech introducers in monologues in “Chameleon” 

Line Speaker Speech verb Quote marker 

22a Wasongo (Chameleon)  ati 
42a (Hare) ^naayika (he said – NAR) ati 
66a Mutuuju (Hare) ^naayika (he said – NAR) ati 

Table 11. Speech introducers in monologues in “Chicken” 

Line Speaker Speech verb Quote marker 
8a Wang’oko na mukaaye 

(Chicken and his wife) 
nibhebhusya (they asked themselves – NAR) ati 

17a (Chicken) ^naayika (he said – NAR) ati 
18d (Chicken) ^naasubhya-mo rindi (he repeated there again – NAR) ati 

38d (Chicken) ^naayika (he said – NAR) ati 
 

In “Chameleon,” the monologues are introduced with the verb okwayika ‘to say’ (or no verb), 
followed by the speech introducer ati. In “Chicken,” however, the speech introducers for monologues are 
more varied. In addition to ^naayika, the story also uses the verbs nibheebhuusya ‘they asked themselves’ 
and ^naasubhya-mo ‘he repeated there’. 

“Chameleon” and “Chicken” both have a lot of dialogue as well, shown in Tables 12 and 13. 

Table 12. Speech introducers in conversations in “Chameleon” 

Line Interlocutors Speaker Speech verb Quote marker 
6a Hare and Chameleon Mutuuju (Hare) ^naabhwira (he told – NAR) ati 
11a Hare and Chameleon Wasongo (Chameleon) ^naabhuusya (he asked – NAR) ati 
12a Hare and Chameleon Mutuuju (Hare)  ati 
12b Hare and Chameleon Mutuuju (Hare) ^naayika (I said – P1) ati 
24a Hare and Chameleon Wasongo (Chameleon) ^naabhwira (he told – NAR) ati 
28a Hare and Chameleon (Hare) ^naayika (he said – NAR) ati 
31a Hare and Chameleon Wasongo (Chameleon) ^naabhwira (he told – NAR) ati 
47a Hare and Chameleon Wasongo (Chameleon)  ati 
50a Hare and Chameleon Mutuuju (Hare)  ati 
52a Hare and Chameleon Wasongo (Chameleon) ^naayika (he said – NAR) ati 
53a Hare and Chameleon bhoona (both) nibheekirisyanya (they agreed – 

NAR) 
ati 

62a Hare and Chameleon Mutuuju (Hare) ^naayika (he said – NAR) ati 
70a Hare and Chameleon Wasongo (Chameleon)  ati 

Table 13. Speech introducers in conversations in “Chicken” 

Line Interlocutors Speaker Speech verb Quote marker 
12b Chicken and Hare (Chicken) ^naayika (he said – NAR) ati 
14d Chicken and Hare (Chicken) ^naakora (he did – NAR) ati 
15a Chicken and Hare (Hare)  ati 
23a Chicken and Hare Wang’oko (Chicken) ^naabhirikira (he called (to) – 

NAR) 
ati 
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Line Interlocutors Speaker Speech verb Quote marker 
25b Chicken and his wife (Chicken) ^naabhwira (he told – NAR) ati 
25d Chicken and his wife (Chicken/wife) umubhwire (tell him – SUBJ) ati 
29a Chicken and his wife Chicken’s wife  ati 
31d Hare and Chicken’s 

wife 
(Hare) ^naabhwiira (he told – NAR) ati 

34d Hare’s wife and 
Chicken’s wife 

(Chicken’s wife) ^naabhwirwa (she was told – 
NAR ) 

ati 

35a Hare’s wife and 
Chicken’s wife 

Omwene (herself) 
(Hare’s wife) 

 ati 

 

The verb okubhwira ‘to tell’ is used when the addressee is explicitly stated as an object, either as an 
incorporated pronoun in the verb or as a separate word or phrase, whereas the verb okwayika ‘to say’ is 
used when the addressee is not mentioned explicitly as an object. These two verbs are commonly used in 
the two texts charted here and in other texts as well. In addition, a wide variety of other verbs are used 
to introduce speech, as well as using no speech verb at all. In all cases in “Chameleon” and “Chicken,” 
speech in a conversation is preceded by ati. 

Note that narrative tense is used for all but two speech verbs in the previous two tables. In 
Chameleon 12b, P1 is used and in Chicken 25d, the subjunctive is used. Both of these variations can be 
explained by the fact that both speech verbs occur within direct speech and thus are introducing quotes 
within another quote. The same reason applies to the lone example of indirect speech in Table 14. There 
also, the speech is introduced within another quotation, and the tense of the speech verb is not the usual 
narrative tense, but instead it is P3. 

Indirect speech in both texts is shown in Tables 14 and 15. 

Table 14. Speech introducers in indirect speech in “Chameleon” 

Line Interlocutors Speaker Speech verb Quote marker 

22e Chameleon Hare :aambwiriye (he told me – P3) ati 

Table 15. Speech introducers in indirect speech in “Chicken” 

Line Interlocutors Speaker Speech verb Quote marker 
30b Hare and Chicken’s 

wife 
omuka wa Mwana 
Kuku (Chicken’s wife) 

^naamubhwira (she told him – 
NAR) 

 

 

In “Chameleon,” the only use of indirect speech is within other reported speech. In “Chicken,” the 
one instance of indirect speech is the only speech in the two investigated texts that is not introduced 
with ati. In both texts, indirect speech is introduced with a form of the verb okubhwira ‘to tell’. 

8.4 Vocatives 

When one participant is speaking to another, the hearer is sometimes addressed with a vocative. The 
vocative form is often made up of a second person pronoun (see section 4.5) in combination with the 
addressee’s name. There is variation in the order of the name and the pronoun, since in some cases the 
pronoun is first, but in others the name is first. 

In “Chameleon,” there are three instances of the vocative. The first is in line 6b, where Hare first 
begins speaking to Chameleon, saying, “Awe Wasongo” ‘You, Chameleon’. In this instance, Hare is 
taunting Chameleon, saying that he does everything better than Chameleon. The second use is on a 
different day, when Chameleon begins a conversation with Hare by saying, “Yego Mutuuju” ‘Hey, Hare.’ 
Another vocative in Chameleon occurs when Hare is insulting Chameleon, calling him names such as ‘big 
eyes you’ (19). 
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In “Chicken,” there are also two uses of the vocative construction in speech. The first use is in line 
15b. After Chicken discovers that Hare has eaten his children, Hare replies with a challenge, asking what 
Chicken is going to do about it. Hare begins this rhetorical question with, “Woori bhwengere bhwawe era 
Wang’oko” ‘Now, you alone, you alone, Chicken’. The second vocative is found in line 23b. This comes 
on the day of the wedding feast, when Chicken is about to take his revenge. He calls Hare to come over, 
beginning his sentence with, “Wamutuuju awe” ‘You, Hare’. 

Aside from these two texts, vocatives also occur in “Tests.” A young man tells the older man 
“Mukaruka, naamara” ‘Elder, I have finished’ (16h and 18i). And a bee addresses the young man as 
‘friend’ (26c). Similarly in “Watermelon,” twice the vocative ‘my friend’ is used (15b and 32b). 

9. Emphasis 

Emphasis (also called ‘emphatic prominence’) occurs when a narrator draws attention to part of a text, 
either within the narration or within direct speech (in which case, the speaker is presented as the one 
who wishes to draw attention to a particular item). Emphasis should not be confused with information 
structure categories like topic or focus. Emphasis is not concerned with the information status of 
linguistic items, but rather the choice made by the author or speaker to highlight certain items as 
important in comparison to others. Emphasis is often expressed through lexical expressions (including 
exclamations, discourse markers and ideophones), repetition and inclusion of redundant information. 
Each of these strategies is discussed below, followed by a look at emphasis in the text “Canoe.” 

9.1 Lexical expressions of emphasis 

Exclamations are expressions of surprise. The narrator may use exclamations to draw the hearer or 
reader’s attention to an important item in the narrative. In the Jita corpus, there are only two examples 
of exclamations. In Canoe 28a, Kasi ‘wow’ expresses surprise. In Chicken 14e, a different word, Jiri, is 
used, also to express surprise. Chicken says this when he discovers that Hare is the one who has been 
eating his children. 

Interjections are similar to exclamations but are not really lexical expressions. They express emotion 
in very general terms. The two common interjections are Aa and Oo. A participant may use an 
interjection in direct speech to express surprise. For example, in Chicken 14e, Chicken says ‘Aa Aa, you 
are the one who is eating my children’. And in Well 16b, the animals are distressed by Hare who is 
stealing their water, and they say, ‘Aa, now who should we put (as guard)?’ These interjections are also 
used several other times in dialogue in “Well.” 

Interjections occur not only in direct speech but also in true narratives, showing the narrator’s 
surprise at the events he is retelling. This occurs twice in “Manyasi” (17a and 29a) with the interjection 
Oo, as well as in Well 29a. In Canoe 41, the narrator also comments, ‘Aa, that issue was very difficult’. 

Ideophones normally mimic the sound of what they are describing, and are commonly used to 
describe the sounds of acting without care, animal sounds, breaking, falling, quickness, water, etc. There 
are very few ideophones in the Jita corpus. The only example is in Girl 32b, in which 
papu papu papu describes frying sesame seed oil. 

9.2 Repetition 

Repetition is not uncommon in Jita narratives. Oftentimes the same narrative verb will be repeated 
several times in row, as exemplified in (62) and (63). Note that there can be minor variations in the form 
of the verb at either the beginning or the end of the string. In (62), the first verb ‘he pretended to herd’ is 
different from the string ‘he herded’, whereas in (63), it is the final verb ‘he cried for’ which is different 
from the other more basic form ‘he cried’. 
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(62) Strings of narrative verbs in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

19a   Mariro  ^neekora kureebha (NAR) jing'a jirya (Dist)   
Mariro  he pretended to herd  those cattle 

19b   --- ^naareebha (NAR)     
he herded  

19c   --- ^naareebha (NAR)     
he herded  

19d   --- ^naareebha (NAR)     
he herded  

Mariro pretended to herd those cattle, he herded, herded, herded. 

(63) Repetition in “Well” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

15a   Wangʼoko  ^naarira (NAR)    
Chicken he cried 

15b   --- ^naarira (NAR)    
he cried  

15c   --- ^naaririra (NAR) abhaana bhaaye    
he cried for  his children 

Chicken cried, cried, cried for his children. 

Repetition occurs twice more in “Mariro.” In sentences 21–22, it is used to describe Mariro and the 
dog running away from the women’s village (‘They walked, they ran, they ran, they ran...’), and then in 
23–24, it is used to describe the women running after Mariro when they discover that he has run away 
(‘They followed them, they ran, they ran, they ran...’). This repetition in the narration of Mariro’s 
running away and the women chasing him indicates actions that took a long time, and also likely serves 
to build excitement and draw attention to these events. 

9.3 Redundant information and over-specification of participants 

Another noted method of showing emphasis is the inclusion of redundant information, especially around 
the peak episode and other important events. This is done in a variety of ways, including adding 
background and setting information and redundant participant encoding. 

One example is from the introduction of the wedding event in “Chicken”, which is a major turning 
point in the story. The event is emphasized by the addition of setting information, shown in sentence 22 
in (64). 
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(64) The introduction of the wedding in “Chicken” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

21  Rusiku rumwi mu-chaaro 
cheebhwe omwo  

>> nibhubha-mo 
(NAR)  

  obhuregesi  

Day one in land their there it was there  wedding 
22a Mbe  mu-bhuregesi eyo  jingʼoma  nijirira (NAR)    

So  at wedding there  drums they cried 
22b   orukuri  nirukongoja (NAR)    

flute  it soothed  
22c   --- nirukongoja (NAR)    

it soothed  
22d   --- nirukongoja (NAR)    

it soothed  
On day there in their land, there was a wedding. So in the wedding there, the drums cried, the flute soothed. 

Sentence 22 could be deleted in its entirety, and its absence would not affect the story line at all. 
Therefore, its inclusion might be seen as a method of emphasizing and drawing attention to the event. 

An example of over-specification of participants is from “Mariro,” shown in (65). In sentence 3, the 
noun phrase ‘that old man’ is repeated redundantly. There is no need for a full noun phrase to refer to 
the continued topic (and in this case, the subject) of the sentence, but it is repeated again anyway. This 
repetition of a continued topic is likely a means of showing emphasis. 

(65) Redundant participant encoding in “Mariro” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

2a   Omukaruka oyo
 (Ref)  

:aariga eebhuuywe 
(P3.PRF)  

ng'a    

old man that he was born cow  
2b   --- :aariga ateebhuuywe 

 (P3.PRF) 
 na 

omuunu  wuri 
 

he was not born by  by 
person  ever  

3   Omukaruka oyo
 (Ref) 

:aariga ari na (P3)  jing'a nyafu 
muno 

  

old man that he had cows many very  
That old man, cows were born to him that were not born to any other man. That old man, he had very many 
cows. 

9.4 Emphasis in “Canoe” 

The text “Canoe” is particularly interesting in terms of its methods of emphasis. The entire text is about a 
tragic event in which a canoe drowns in the lake, and a man’s new bride dies. During the retelling of the 
story, there are several ways in which the narrator stresses the difficulty and surprise of the event, 
including the use of lexical expressions, repetition and evaluative comments. 

One example of lexical emphasis is the use of the quantifier bhoone ‘all’ at many points (nine times) 
throughout the text. Similarly, the adverb muno ‘very’ occurs seven times, far more than any other text. 
For example, in sentence 14, all the people (bhoone) on the land looked at the drowning with much 
amazement (echititibharo muno). In 15, there was a lot of wind (mwafu muno) and very many waves 
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(maafu muno). This event was very (muno) difficult (43). Everyone (bhoone) was amazed, was grieved, 
and everyone (bhoone) cried (37–38). 

There is also an interesting type of repetition in the text. In the two sentences in (66), the same 
basic idea is expressed in two different ways. The repetition of the idea is therefore a way of 
emphasizing that the man’s wife died. 

(66) Parallel sentences in “Canoe” 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
39   Owaasu unu  ^naasigwa (NAR)  na omugasi waaye   

relative my this he was left  by his wife  
40   Omugasi waaye  ^nafwa (NAR)    

wife his she died 
This relative of mine was left by his wife. His wife died. 

Yet another method of emphasis in “Canoe” is that at two different points in the text, the narrator 
himself places emphasis by making evaluative comments. Both times he says, ‘The surprising thing is 
this...’ (21a and 41a). This method of introducing the events highlights what he is about to say. 

 



Appendix A: Chameleon 

Text narrated by Mzee Buriro, village of Buringa, Mara, Tanzania, Sept 2010. This text has not been published. 
The tense/aspect/mood of non-speech clauses is marked in parentheses following each verb form, using the following abbreviations: 
 

Verbs Demonstratives  
CND Conditional Prox Proximal 
F1 Future Ref Referential 
GEN General present Dist Distal 
HAB Habitual   
IPFV Imperfective   
NAR Narrative   
P1 Near past   
P3 Far past   
P3.PRF Past perfect   
PRF Perfect   
PRS Present   
SUBJ Subjunctive    

 

  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

1   >> :Bhaariga bhari-wo (P3)   abhekasyanya  
bhabhiri  

They were there neighbors two 

2   Owa okwamba  :aariga ^naatogwa (P3.NAR) Wasongo    

Of first he was called Chameleon 

3   Owa akabhiri  ^naatogwaga (NAR.IPFV) Mutuuju    

Of second he was called Hare 

4   Mutuuju  :aariga ari na (P3) rigayo    

Hare  he had disdain 

5   --- Agayirega (IPFV) Wasoongo    

He disdained Chameleon 

46 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

6a  Rusiku 
rumwi  

Mutuuju  ^naabhwira (NAR) Wasongo   ati [6b–10]  

Day one Hare he told Chameleon that 

6b [Awe Wasongo   anye  nikukirire  bhuri chiinu    

You Chameleon I I have surpassed you everything 

7a   --- Chitari-wo  choone choone [7b]    

It is not there anything 

7b  [chinu  --- owutura okundebherera]     

which  you are able to come close to 
me 

8   Anye  enikukira  obhwenge    

I  I surpass you  knowledge  

9   --- Enikukira  okubhirima    

I surpass you  running  

10 Bhuri chiinu   --- enikukira  <<]    

Everything I surpass you 

11a   Wasongo  ^nabhuusya (NAR) Mutuuju   ati [11b]  

Chameleon  he asked Hare that 

11b  [ati  --- owayika  kutiki   goowu]  

that  you are saying how mister 

12a   Mutuuju  ---   ati [12b–19]  

Hare  that 

12b   [--- naayika    ati [12c–15b]  

I have said  that  

12c   [--- nikukirire  bhuri chiinu    

I have surpassed you  everything 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

13   --- Enikukira  obhwenge    

I surpass you  knowledge 

14   --- Enikukira  okubhirima    

I surpass you  running 

15a   --- Chitari-wo  choone choone [15b]    

It is not there  anything  

15b  [chinu  awe  owutura okundebherera]     

which  you you are able to come close to 
me 

16   --- Oweemera okubhinʼya 
bhinʼya  

ameso era    

You sit to play play eyes only 

17   >> Utana  gwona gwona   awe  

You do not have  anything you 

18  Akiri  --- wafwa era     

Better  you should die only 

19   >> Usooke   ku-chaaro kunu  rimeeso 
matunguru-
bheene awe]  

You should leave  in world here big eyes you 

20a   Wasongo  ^naaja (NAR)  yiika ewaaye   

Chameleon  he came home his 

20b   --- ana  bhwiganirisya bhwaafu    

he has ideas many 

21a   Jisiku  njigeenda (NAR)    

Days  they went 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

21b   --- njigeenda (NAR)    

they went 

21c   --- njigenda (NAR)    

they went 

22a   Wasongo  ---   ati [22b–22f]  

Chameleon  that 

22b   [--- eneenda     

I want  

22c   Mutuuju  amenye    ati [22d-22f]  

Hare  he should know that 

22d   [--- atankunkira  bhuri chiinu  [22e–22f]   

he does not surpass me  everything 

22e  [rwa kutyo  --- :aambwiriye kwegayo    ati [22f]  

like as he told me disdainfully that  

22f   --- kankira  bhuri chiinu]    

he surpasses me  everything 

23  Mwejo 
yendeko  

>> mbabhonana (NAR)   Wasongo na 
Mutuuju  

Tomorrow 
next 

they saw each other  Chameleon and 
Hare 

24a   Wasongo  ^naabhwira (NAR) Mutuuju   ati [24b–25d]  

Chameleon  he told  Hare that 

24b [yego Mutuuju  --- eneenda     

Hey Hare  I want  

24c    chitewo rusiku rumwi [24d]    

we should put  day one 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

24d   [--- chisiingane okubhirima]     

let us compete to run 

24e  na ku-
bhwenge  

--- chirore  [24f]    

and by 
knowledge 

let’s see 

24f  [unu  --- kakira  owejaabho  ebhyo bhyoone]   

who  he surpasses his colleague these all 

25a  [Unu  --- akayige  owejaabho]    

Who  he will beat his colleague 

25b   [25a]  amuteme-ko  omukira   [25c–25d]  

he should cut him there tail  

25c   [--- chibhe  chibharikisyo   ati [25d]  

it should be  sign that 

25d   [unu  :aayigirwe   na omurebhe]   

this (one)  he was beaten by certain 
(person) 

26   --- :Bhaariga ^nibhasingana 
(P3.NAR) 

   

They were competing 

27   Mutuuju  ^naamba okwipaarya paarya 
(NAR) 

   

Hare  he started to jump jump 

28a   --- ^Naayika (NAR)   ati [28b–29b]  

he said  that 

28b [omusaango 
ogwo  

 --- chigukore  << mutoondo  

matter this let us do it  tomorrow 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

29a   --- Gusige kugega  siku nyaafu    

it should not take day another 

29b   --- chitende kusingana]     

we have not competed 

30  Mweejo  --- nibhaja (NAR)  ku-rubhuga   

Tomorrow they went to field 

31a   Wasongo  ^naabhwira (NAR) Mutuuju   ati [31b–32b]  

Chameleon  he told Hare that 

31b   [--- nuubhe   imbere yaani anu   

you should be  in front of me 
here 

32a   Anye  nimenyere    ati [32b]  

I  I know  that 

32b   [--- utana  obhuturo obhwa okubhiri
ma nuwunsiga]  

  

you do not have  ability of to run and to 
leave me 

33 Ambe   Mutuuju  ^naabha (NAR)  imbere ya 
Wasongo  

 

So  Hare he was  in front of 
Chameleon 

34 Ambe   --- nibhaamba okubhara (NAR)    

So  they started to count 

35   --- Nibhabhara (NAR) rumwi rwakabhiri rwakasa
tu  

  

They counted  one two three 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

36   Wasongo  ^neekombera (NAR)  
 

ku-mukira ogwa 
Mutuuju  

 

Chameleon  he hung himself in tail of Hare 

37a   Mutuuju  ^naabhirima (NAR)    

Hare  he ran 

37b   --- ^naabhirima (NAR)    

he ran  

37c   --- ^naabhirima (NAR)    

he ran  

38a  [Ungwa  --- eekebhuukira okurora] (P1)     

Time he looks behind to see 

38b  [38a]  Wasongo  wuri (PRS)    

Chameleon  is not there 

39a  [Ungwa  --- eekebhuukira okurora] (P1)     

Time he looks behind to see  

39b  [39a]  Wasongo  wuri (PRS)    

Chameleon  is not there 

40a   Mutuuju  ^neefugunyira (NAR)    

Hare  he ran fast 

40b   --- ^neefugunyira (NAR)    

he ran fast 

40c   --- ^neefugunyira (NAR)    

he ran fast 

40d   --- ^naakinga (NAR)  [40e–40f]   

he arrived  
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

40e  [anu  --- :bhaariga bhekirisyanyisye 
(PRF) 

  ati [40f]  

where  they had agreed that  

40f   --- nuwo (PRS)  ku-bhuteero]   

it is  in the end 

41a    --- [Eejire aakinga  (PRF) ]  awo  

When he arrived there 

41b  [41a]  --- ^naayinduka (NAR)    

he turned around  

41c   --- ^naarora (NAR)  [41d]  

he saw  

41d  [enu  --- :aariga ^nasooka (P3)]    

where  he came from 

42a   --- ^Naayika (NAR)   ati [42b–45]  

He said  that 

42b [reero rimeeso  
makume rinu 

 --- eniritema-ko  << omukira    

today big-eye 
swollen this  

  I will cut it there tail 

43   --- Siga riije     

Let it come  

44   Anye  siga niyanje   anu   

I  let me sit here  

45   --- Niririndirirega  rimeeso mabhiibhi rinu]   

I am waiting for it big-eye bad this 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

46  Nikwo kutya
  

--- :aaregejere okwiyaanja 
ara (P3) 

   

Indeed thus he tried to sit just 

47a   Wasoongo  ---   ati [47b–49]  

Chameleon  that  

47b   [--- siga kunyiyaanjira    go  

stop sitting on me you 

48   --- Wari   uryaaki   

You were   where 

49   Anye  naakinga   anu  kaara]   

I  I arrived   here long ago 

50a   Mutuuju  ---   ati [50b]  

Hare  that 

50b [>>  --- chisubhirire rindi    musaani waani] 

 let us return again friend my 

51   Wasongo  ^neekirisya (NAR)    

Chameleon  he agreed 

52a   Wasongo  ^naayika (NAR)   ati [52b–52c]  

Chameleon  he said that 

52b   [--- echaamba   [52c]   

we are starting  

52c  rwa kutyo  --- chaamba   ku-bhwaambiro]   

like as we start  in the beginning  

53a   Bhoona  nibheekirisyanya (NAR)   ati [53b]  

Everyone  they agreed  that  
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

53b [yee ambe   --- chisubhiirire]     

yes well let us return 

54a   --- Nibhaamba (NAR)   [54b]   

they started  

54b  [rwa kutyo  --- :bhaariga bhaambire (P3)]    

like as they had started 

55   Mutuuju  ^naabha (NAR)  imbere   

Hare  he was front 

56   Wasongo  ^naabha (NAR)  inyuma   

Chameleon  he was behind 

57   --- Nibhaamba okubhara (NAR) rumwi orwakabhiri 
orwakasatu  

  

They started to count one two three 

58  Nikwo 
kutya  

Mutuuju  :aambire okwichuma ara kut
ya (P3) 

   

Indeed thus Hare  he started to jump just so 

59   Wasongo  ^neekombera (NAR)  ku-mukira   

Chameleon  he hung himself in tail 

60a Ambe   Mutuuju  ^naabhirima (NAR)    

Well  Hare he ran  

60b   --- ^naabhirima (NAR)    

he ran  

60c   --- ^naabhirima (NAR)    

he ran  
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

61a   --- ^Neekebhuukira okurora 
(NAR) 

 [61b]    

He looked back to see 

61b   [Wasongo  uri (PRS) ]    

Chameleon  is not there 

62a   --- ^Naayika (NAR)   ati [62b–64]  

He said  that 

62b   --- siga nibhirime bhwangu 
bhwangu  

   

let me run fast fast 

63a   --- Rikinge era kutya     

It should arrive just thus 

63b [63a]  --- ninditema  omukira]   

I will cut it  tail 

64a   --- ^Naabhirima (NAR)    

he ran  

64b   --- ^naabhirima (NAR)    

he ran  

64c   --- ^nabhirima (NAR)    

he ran  

64d   --- ^naakinga (NAR)  ku-bhuteero   

he arrived  at end 

65a   --- ^Neekebhukira okurora 
(NAR) 

 [65b]    

He looked back to see 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

65b   [Wasongo  wuri]     

Chameleon  is not there 

66a   Mutuuju  ^naayika (NAR)   ati [66b–68]  

Hare  he said that 

66b   [--- siga niiyanje    

let me sit 

67   --- Niririinde  rimeeso manene rinu    

I should wait  big-eyes big this  

68   --- Niriteme-ko  omukira  ku-cherere]   

I should cut him there tail early 

69 Nikwo   --- :aaregejere okwiyanja ara 
kutya (P3)  

   

Then  he tried to sit just thus 

70a   Wasongo  ---   ati [70b–73]  

Chameleon  that  

70b [yego   --- ni  rigayo   

Hey  it is disdain 

71a  [Aaraabha  --- ritarii  egayo]    

If it is not disdain 

71b [71a]  nikurwaaki  --- unyiyanjire  anye    

why you are sitting on me  me 

72   --- Naakinga   anu  kaara   

I arrived   here long ago  

73   Awe  waari uchaari   aaki]   

You  you were still  where 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

74a   [Mutuuju  eejire arora (PRF) chimari   [74b]  

Hare  when he saw true  

74b   Wasongo  ari (PRS)  awo]   

Chameleon  he is  there 

74c  [74a–74b]  Mutuuju  ^naagwa (NAR)  aasi   

Hare  he fell down  chini  

74d   --- ^naakabha (NAR)    

he lost consciousness 

75a   [Wasongo  eejire aarora (PRF)   [77b]  

Chameleon  when he saw 

75b   Mutuuju  akabhire (PRF)]     

Hare  he has lost consciousness 

75c  [75a–75b]  Wasongo  ^naseeka kabhikabhi (NAR)    

Chameleon  he laughed a lot 

76a   [--- Eejire aamara okuseka 
(PRF)]  

   

When he finished laughing 

76b  [76a]  Wasongo  ^naagega (NAR) imaaro    

Chameleon  he took knife 

76c   --- ^naatema (NAR) omukira ogwa Mutuuju    

he cut  tail of Hare 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Pre-NO Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

77a Nikwo   --- omurora (PRS) [77b]    

Indeeed you see  

77b [goowu 
Mutuuju  

 omukira gwaye
  

ni (PRS) mufuuyi fuuyi  inguru eya rigayo 
 ryaaye]  

 

Mr. Hare tail his is short short because of disdain 
his 



Appendix B: Chicken 

Text narrated by Mzee Buriro, village of Buringa, Mara, Tanzania, Sept 2010. This text has not been published. 
 

 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

1   >> Aariga ariwo (P3)   Wangʼoko na 
Wamutuuju  

He was there Chicken and 
Hare  

2   --- Bhekasyanyisyega (P3)    
they were neighbors 

3   Bhoone ku-
bhubhiri bhwebhwe  

bhaariga bhatwaye (P3)    

All in two-ness their they were married 
4   Muka Wangʼoko  aariga naanʼyaga (P3) amagi    

Wife (of) Chicken she was laying eggs 
5 Mbe 

obhwikasyanya 
bhwebhwe 
 bhunu  

mwanya 
gumwi  

<< nibhwingirwa (NAR)  mo-injogere   

So neighbor-
hood their this  

time one  it entered   in disturbance 

6a  [Mu-siku ejo 
ungwa  

muka Wangʼoko  aarura (P1) amagi gaaye]    

in day 
that time  

wife (of) Chicken  she hatches  eggs her 

6b [6a]   Wamutuuju  aagwata (P1) ebhyaana ebhya 
Wangʼoko  

bhwifi bhwifi   

Hare he seizes  children of Chicken theft theft 
6c   --- aarya (P1)    

he eats  

60 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

7a  [Ungwa  muka Wangʼoko  aarura (P1) amagi gaaye]    
Time  wife (of) Chicken  she hatches  eggs her 

7b [7a]   Wamutuuju  aagwata (P1) ebhyana ebhya 
Wangʼoko  

bhwifi bhwifi   

Hare he seizes children of Chicken theft theft 
7c   --- aarya (P1)    

he eats  

8a   Wangʼoko na mukaaye  nibhebhusya (NAR)   ati [8b–9b]  
Chicken and his wife they questioned 

themselves  
that  

8b [Asi  unu  --- kachigegera  abhaana bheeswe    
So this (person)  he takes from us children our 

8c   [8b]  niga     
is who 

9a  Keenu  abhaana bheeswe  bhatakugosorera aandi 
uri  

   

This (time) children our they don’t walk 
elsewhere ever 

9b  nawe  --- abhagosorera   ewa omwikasyanya
  weeswe Mutuuju 
era] 

 

but  they walk  to neighbor our 
Hare only 

10 Mbe  rusiku rumwi  Wangʼoko  ^naagenda (NAR)  yiika ewa 
Wamutuuju 

 

So  day one Chicken he went house of Hare 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

11a   [--- Ejire aakinga (PFT)  yiika ewa 
Wamutuuju]  

 

When he arrived house of Hare 
11b [11a]   --- ^naabhakeesya (NAR)    

he greeted them  
12a   [--- Ejire aamara okubha-

keesya kisikisi] (PFT) 
   

When he finished 
greeting them well 

12b [12a]   --- ^naayika (NAR)   ati [12c–12d]  
he said  that 

12c   [--- siga     
wait  

12d   --- nije   okuchuuka]    
I should go  small need (urinate) 

13a   --- ^Neeyinda (NAR) emasiku eya 
inyumba ya 
Wamutuuju  

  

He went around  back of house of 
Hare 

14a   --- :Eeyindire (P3) kutooto era kutya    
He went around  little only like 

14b   --- ^neetukisya (NAR)  ku-makamba ga 
abhaana bhaaye  

 

he was alarmed   in feathers of 
children his 

14c   --- ^naarugura muuno 
(NAR) 

   

he was surprised very 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI Subject  Verb  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

14d   --- ^naakora (NAR)   ati [14e]  
he did  that 

14e [Aa Aa Jiri   --- kutyo naawe owundiraga abhaana bhaani   go Wamutuuju] 
Aa Aa wow  thus it is you, you are 

making me cry 
children my you Hare  

15a   Wamutuuju  ---   ati [15b]  
Hare that 

15b [Woori 
bhwengere 
bhwawe era 
Wangʼoko  

 --- owunkorera  ki]    

Now you only 
you only 
Chicken 

you will do to me  what 

16a   Wangʼoko  ^naarira (NAR)    
Chicken he cried  

16b   --- ^naarira (NAR)    
he cried  

16c   --- ^naaririra (NAR) abhaana bhaaye    
he cried for children his 

17a  Neeya  --- ^naayika (NAR)   ati [17b–17c]  
Then  he said  that 

17b [Abhaana 
bhaani  

unu  --- abhariiye  <<]    

Children my this (person)  he ate them  
17c  wone  [16b]  ariribhwa]     

also  he will be eaten  
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18a   --- ^Naarira (NAR)    
He cried  

18b   --- ^neeyinda yindaga (NAR)  esiku eyo   
he went around around  back there 

18c   --- ^naamara (NAR)    
he finished  

18d   --- ^naasubhya-
mo rindi  (NAR) 

  ati [18e–18f]  

he returned again that  
18e [Abhaana 

bhaani 
unu  --- abhariiye  <<]    

Children my this (person) he ate them  
18f  wone  [17e]  aririibhwa]     

also  he will be eaten  
19a   [--- Ejire aamara okwayika 

(PFT) 
kutyo]    

When he finished saying this 
19b [19a]   --- ^naafutata okugenda 

(NAR) 
 yiika ewaaye   

he turned around to go home his 

20a   Jisiku  nijigenda (NAR)    
Days  they went  

20b   --- nijigenda (NAR)    
they went  

20c   --- nijigenda (NAR)    
they went  

20d   --- nijigenda (NAR)    
they went  
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21  Rusiku rumwi
 muchaaro 
cheebhwe 
omwo  

>> nibhubha-mo (NAR)   obhuregesi  

Day one in 
land 
their there  

it was there    wedding 

22a Mbe  mu-
bhuregesi eyo  

jingʼoma  nijirira (NAR)    

So  in wedding 
there 

drums they cried 

22b   orukuri  nirukongoja (NAR)    
flute  it soothed 

22c   --- nirukongoja (NAR)    
it soothed 

22d   --- nirukongoja (NAR)    
it soothed 

23a   Wangʼoko  ^naabhirikira (NAR) Wamutuuju   ati [23b–24]  
Chicken he called Hare that 

23b [Wamutuuju 
awe 

 --- yanguwa bhwangu 
bhwangu  

   

Hare you come fast fast 
24   --- Chigende   mu-bhuregesi]   

let us go  to the wedding 
25a   Wangʼoko  ^naabhisa (NAR) omutwe gwaaye  mw-

ibhabha ryaaye  
 

Chicken he hid head his in wing his 
25b   --- ^naabhwira (NAR) mukaaye   ati [25c–27b]  

he told  his wife that 
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25c  [Araabhe  --- akaaja     
If  if he comes  

25d [25c]   --- umubhwire     ati [25e–28b]  
you tell him  that  

25e  [Mu-
bhuregesi  eyo 

>> ejigenda    mitwe era  

at the 
wedding there 

they are going heads only 

26a   --- Nikwo  okukora    
Indeed  reason 

26b omurume 
waani wone 

 >> gwaagenda    omutwe 
gwenyere  era  

husband my 
also  

it has gone  head itself only 

27   omubhiri ogundi  gwasigara     
body other (the rest of) it has remained  

28a   --- Nuwuuje ugurore  [28b]    
Come see it 

28b   [--- ni  ngugu  anu]   
it is  this  here 

29a   Muka Wangʼko  ---   ati [29b]  
Wife (of) Chicken that 

29b   [--- Owurora]     
You see  

30a [Mbe   Wamutuuju  ejire aaja] (PFT)    
So  Hare when he came 

30b [30a]   muka Wangʼko  ^naamubhwira (SUBJ)   [30c]  
wife (of) Chicken she told him  
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30c  [kutyo  --- aabhwirwa (P1)  na omurume]   
as  she was told by husband 

31a   [Wamutuuju  ejire aarora  (PFT) chimari   [31b–31c]  
Hare when he saw  truth 

31b   [omutwe gwa Wangʼoko gutaabhonekana (PRS)    
head of Chicken it is not visible 

31c   >> guri-wo    mubhiri era]  
it is there body only 

31d [31a–31c]   --- ^naabhwiira (NAR) muka Wangʼoko   ati [31e–31f]  
he told  wife (of) Chicken that 

31e   [Anye wone  nsoosya-ko  omubhiri gunu  bhwangu bhwangu  [31f]  
I also take me off there  body this fast fast 

31f   [--- nigende   mu-bhuregesi rwa 
Wangʼoko]  

 

I should go  to wedding like 
Chicken 

32a   Omugasi owa Wangʼoko
  

^naaronda (NAR) imbanda inya 
moogi gabhiri  

  

Woman of Chicken she looked for  knife with blade 
two 

32b   --- ^naatema-ko (NAR) Wamutuuju omutwe   
she slay there Hare head 

33a   [Wamutuuju  ejire aasoosibhwa-ko  omutwe]    
Hare when he was taken there head 

33b [33a]   --- ^naagwa (NAR)  awo   
he fell there 

33c   --- ^naafwa fwi (NAR)    
he died completely 
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34a   [Muka Wamutuuju one  achari kumenya     
Wife (of) Hare also not yet knowing 

34b  gunu  --- gwakorekana] (P1)    
this (which) it happened 

34c [34a–34b]   --- ^naaja (NAR)    
she came 

34d   --- ^naabhwirwa (NAR)   ati [34e]  
she was told that 

34e  [Mu-
bhuregesi  eyo 

>> ejigenda    mitwe era]  

At the 
wedding there 

they are going  heads only 

35a   Omwene wone     ati [35b–35d]  
Herself also  that  

35b   [Anye wone  nsoosya-ko  omutwe gunu  bhwangu bhwangu  [35c–35d]  
I also take me off there head this fast fast 

35c  [korereki  --- nigende   mu-bhuregesi eyo   
so that  I should go   to the wedding 

there 
35d   --- nije okwita  ebhiinu]    

I should come to kill things 
36a   Muka wa Wangʼoko  ^naagega (NAR) imbanda irya irya    

Wife of Chicken she took  knife that that 
36b   --- ^naasoosya-ko (NAR) omutwe ogwa muka

  wa Wamutuuju  
  

she took off there head of wife of Hare 
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37a   Oyo wone  ^naagwa (NAR)  awo   
This (one) also she fell  there 

37b   --- ^naafwa fwi (NAR)    
she died completely 

38a [Mbe   Wangʼoko  ejire aarora (PFT)   ati [38b]  
So  Chicken when he saw that 

38b   [Wamutuuju na 
mukaaye  

bhaafwa fwii] (P1)    

Hare and his wife they died completely 
38c [38a–38b]   --- ^neemuka (NAR)    

he got up  
38d   --- ^naayika (NAR)   ati [38e–39]  

he said  that 
38e  [Woori  >> gari   aaki  bhekasyanya 

bhaani  
Now  they are   where neighbors my 

39   Orugayira  orwita]     
Disdain  it kills 

40a   Wangʼoko na mukaaye  nibhakora (NAR) echaaramo cha 
abhaana bhebhwe  

 [40b]  

Chicken and his wife they did mourning of 
children their 

40b   [--- nibhariiraga (NAR.IPFV) inyama eya Wamu-
tuuju na mukaaye]  

  

while they ate meat of Hare and 
his wife 
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41   Obhwo  nibhwo nibhubha (NAR) obhuteero obhwa 
Wamutuuju na 
mukaaye  

  

This  indeed it was end of Hare and his 
wife 

42a Mbe woori 
gowu  

 --- niwo mumenye (SUBJ)   ati [42b]  

So now man now you should know that 
42b   [orugayira  orwita] (PRS)    

disdain  it kills 
43a   --- Nuyaane (SUBJ) bhuri muunu 

echibharo  
  [43b]  

You should give every person respect  
43b  [okuruubhana

 na kutyo  
 ejendwa] (PRS)    

comparable to 
as 

 it is wanted 



Appendix C: Canoe 

Text narrated by Aristarko Tomasi, June 2012. This text has not been published. 
 

  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  
 Outer  Inner  Subject  Verb  Object/Complement  Inner  Outer  

1 Anye   risiina ryani  enitogwa  ati Arisitariko Kabhende
 Chinooji Tomaasi  

  

I  name my I am called that Aristarko Kabende 
Chinoji  Tomasi  

2   --- Niri  Mujita Omurungu 
Omukatoto  omwikasi 
owa Emajita Ebhukima 

  

I am a Jita person of 
Murungu 
Mukatoto resident 
of Majita  Bukima  

3a Woori   --- nenda okubhaganira   inguru ya  [3b]  
Now  I want to tell you (pl)  about 

3b  [jinu  --- jabhwene  omusaani waani]    

that  it happened friend my 

4a Mbe   --- :naariga niri na  omusaani   
So  I had friend  

4b   --- ^naatogwaga  Jeeradi M Mabhewo   
he was called  Jeradi M Mabewo  

5  Rusiku rwa 
tareye 27-2-1987 

omusaani waani oyo  aasookaga okutwara  omuyarakaji wa 
Echikerebhe  

  

Day of date 27-2-
1987 

friend my that he was coming from 
marrying 

daughter of Kikerewe  

6   Omuyarakaji oyo  aatogwaga  Peerusi Mayingu    
Daughter that she was called Perusi Maingu  

71 
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7a Orusiku orwo 
keegoro, omutwasi, omugasi waaye, omusaani wa omutwasi
, omusaani wa omwenga, sengi waabho omwenga, 
omuyara  wejaabho omwenga, abhanyaruganda bha 
omutwasi,  abhanyaruganda bha omwenga, abhari bha 
obhusima aamwi  [na abhaanu abhandi bhoone bhanu 

:bhaariga bhasirire 
 

omutwasi] 
 

  

Day that evening, groom, wife his, friend of groom,  friend 
of wife, aunt of bride, sister of bride, relatives of groom, 
relatives of bride, eaters of ugali with people other many 
who 

they had taken  groom 

7b   [7a]  :bhaariga 
bhari aamwi  

 mu-bhwato   

they were together  in canoe 
8   Obukumi bhwa 

 abhaanu abho  
:bhwariga nibhukinga  ekumi rimwi na 

bhataanu na  bhasatu  
  

Total of people 
those 

it arrived ten one and five and 
three (18) 

9a   Abho bhoone  :bhaariga bhari   mu-bhwato 
bhwa ritanga  

[9b–9c]  

Those all they were in canoe of sail 
9b   [--- nibhasooka   Bhukerebhe iika 

ewabho omwenga
  

 

they went from Ukerewe home 
of bride  

9c   --- nibhasubhaga   Kw-irugwa iika 
ewabho omutwasi
] 

 

they are returning to Irugwa home 
of groom  

10  Mu-bhwato 
omwo wone  

--- :bhaariga bhari na  ebhisengo bhyebhwe    

In canoe that also they were with luggage their 
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11a [Mbe  mu-
kasubhiiye  kebhwe  

--- bheejire bhaabhirima  ok
ukinga  

 agati ya inyanja]   

So  in return their when they ran to 
arrive 

 middle of lake 

11b  [11a]  --- nibhabhugana na  rikubhuji    
they met with strong wind 

12a   Rikubhuji eryo  niribhabhuma  bhoone aamwi na 
ebhisengo  bhyebhwe  

  

Strong wind that it hit them all together with 
luggage their 

12b   --- nibhatubhira   mu-nyanja   
they sank  in lake 

13a   [--- Bhejire bhaatubhira]     
When they had sunk 

13b [13a]  [abhaanu  bhoone 
bhanu  

--- :bhaariga bhari   ku-chaaro]   

people all who they were on dry land 
13c   [13b]  nibharuguura      

they were surprised 
13d    nibhaayikaga    ati [13d]  

they were saying that  
13e [Ka   --- chaabhayo    ki]  

INTEROG it has happened  what  
14   Abhaanu abho 

bhoone  
nibharingira   mu-nyanja  kwa 

echititibharo 
muno  

People those all they looked at lake with 
amazement 
much 
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15a   Omuyaga  :gwariga guri  mwafu muno    
Wind  it was much very 

15b  nyabhuriko na  makonjo wone  :gaariga gari  maafu muno    
such that waves also they were much very 

16  Kurwa ejo  abhaanu  bhaatamibhwe okuja  
okubheerura  

   

Therefore people they did not succeed 
to go to save them 

17a   Abhatubhisi abho  nibhamba okuyigwa   [17b]   
Drowners those they started to tire 

17b  [kwa okubha  --- :bhaariga bhatari na  owa okugwatirira]    
because they were without (something) of to hold 

on to 
18a [Mbe  obhwato bhunu  --- :bhwatubhiiye     

So  canoe that drowned 
18b   [18a]  bhwejire bhwasiirika]     

when it had calmed 
18c [18a–18b]   abhatubhisi abho 

 bhoone  
nibhabhufumbika  <<   

drowners those all they turned it over 
18d   --- nibhabha   inguru kw-

igogo  okwo  
 

they were on top of log 
that 

19a   --- Nibhagwatirira  riigogo eryo  ngʼanyangʼanya   
They held onto  log that with strength 

19b  nawe  owumwi webhwe 
 neeya  

^naayigwa 
 okugwatirira  

riigogo    

but one of them then he tired to hold onto log  
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19c   --- ^naatesuka okusooka   kw-igogo eryo   
he fell down from  on log that 

19d   --- ^naaragara   mu-
nyanja rindi  

 

he fell  in lake again 
19e   --- ^nafwa     

he died  

20a  [Abhaanu  bhanu   bhaasigaaye   kw-igogo okwo]   
People who they remained on log that 

20b   [20a]  bhaagendereeye 
 okurigwatirira  

   

they continued to hold 
onto it 

21a   Omusango gwa 
 okuruguusya  

ni    ati 
[21b–21c]  

Matter of amazement is that 
21b  [abhaanu  abharebhe

    mu-bhanu  
 bhasigaaye   kw-igogo   

people some in 
who 

 they remained  on log 

21c   [21b]  :bhaariga nibhamenya  okuwuga]    
they knew to swim 

22a   Abhawugi abho  bhaasakiraga  abheejabho   [22b]  
Swimmers those they were helping colleagues their 
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22b  [korereki  --- bhaasiga okuteesuka   kw-igogo]   
so that  they should not fall 

from 
 on log 

23a   --- Nibhagwa   mu-nyanja 
rindi  

 

They fell  in lake again  
23b   --- nibhafwa     

they died  

24a  [Nawe 
abhaanu bhanu  

--- bhaatubhiiye]     

But people who they drowned 
24b   [24a] >> :bhaariga 

 bhenganiriiye 
  bhoone  

they were equal all 
25   Emitwe jebhwe  nijo jaabhonekana era     

Heads their indeed they were 
visible only 

26a   Abhaanu bha 
ku-chaaro  

nibharuguura muno     

People of on land they were surprised 
very 

26b   --- nibhaayikaga    ati [26c–27]  
saying  that 

26c   [--- Ni  mitwe era    
It is  heads only 

27 Ka   emibhiri ejindi  jaaja   ki]   
INTEROG bodies other they have gone where 
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28a [Kasi   abhaanu  bhakatubhira]     
Wow  people if they drown 

28b [28a]   bhoone  abhenganirira     
all  they look alike 

29a   [--- Abhe  mureera    
he could be tall 

29b   --- abhe  mufuyi    
he could be short  

29c   --- abhe  mukaruka    
he could be old person  

29d   --- abhe  mwana]    
he could be child 

29e [29a–29d]   emitwe jebhwe 
okwambira mu-
chimiro  

nijo ejibhonekana     

heads their starting at 
larynx 

indeed they are visible 

30  Nawe ku-
bhuteero  

--- nibhabhonekana  abhaanu 
bha okubhasakira  

  

But in the end they were available people of to help them 
31   Abhasakisi abho  :bhaariga bhari  naorugendo 

 rwebhwe  
 

Helpers those they were  with their trip 
32a Mbe   --- nibharora  abhatubhisi abho    

So  they saw  drowners those 
32b   --- nibhagenda 

 okubheerura 
    

they went to save 
them 
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33   Abheerusi abho  nibhasira  abhatubhisi  ku-chaaro   
Savers those they took  drowners to land 

34a   [Abhaanu  bhejire bhaarebherera   ku-njekekera]   
People  when they drew near to disaster 

34b [34a]  omusaani waani 
 omutwasi  

^neechuka  omugasi waaye    

friend my groom he remembered wife his 
34c    ^naabhusya     

he asked 
34d   --- ^naayikaga    ati [34d]  

he was saying that 
34e [Bhamura   omugasi waani  ari   aki]   

Relatives  wife my she is where 
35a   Abheerusi bharya  nibhamusubhya      

Savers those they answered him  
35b    nibhayikaga    ati 

[35c–35e]  
they were saying that 

35c   [Eswe  chitakumenya     
We  we do not know 

35d  [kwa okubha 
 abhaanu bhanu  

 chaasongʼana   kw-igogo]  

because people 
who 

 we found them  on log  

35e [35d]  abho nibho cheerura]     
those indeed we have saved 
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36a   Omutwasi  :aaruguurire okurora   [36b]    
Groom  he was amazed to see 

36b   [omugasi waaye  atari-wo]     

wife his she is not there 

37a   Abhaanu bhoone  nibharuguura     
People all they were amazed 

37b   --- nibhasurumbara     
they were grieved 

38  Nibheeya  bhoone  nibharira     
Then all they cried 

39   Owaasu unu  ^naasigwa   na omugasi 
waaye  

 

My relative this he was left by his wife  
40   Omugasi waaye  ^nafwa     

Wife his she died 
41a   Omusango ogwa 

 okuruguusya  
ni  gunu    

Matter of amazement is this 
41b   omumura unu  :aariga achaari 

okukingya  
omugasi waaye  iika   

man this he had not brought wife his  home 
42 Ka   omugasi  ^nafwira   mu-nyanja   

INTEROG wife  she died in lake 

43 A a   Emisango jinu  nijikomera muno     
ah ah  matter this it was hard very 
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44a   Abhaanu  nibharuguura     
People they were amazed 

44b   --- nibharira     
they cried  

44c   --- nibhaarama     
they mourned 

45  Nawe mu-
chaaramo awo  

obhwiganiirisya 
bhwa abhaanu  

nibhutaasyanya     

But in mourning 
there 

thoughts of people they differed 

46a   Abhaanu abhandi  nibhaayika    ati [46b]  
People many they said that  

46b   [omumura oyo  :aariga atwaye  ejiini]    
man this he married genie 

47   Abhaanu  nibharuguura muno  omuunu okutwara rijiini   
People  they were amazed 

very 
person to marry genie 

48a   Abhaanu abhandi  nibhaayika    ati [48b]  
People others they said that 

48b   [Abharosi  nibho bhaamugega]     
witches  indeed they took her 

49   Emisango ejo  nijiruguusya  abhaanu  Kw-
irugwa okwo  

 

Matters these they amazed people Irugwa there  
50a   [Echaaramo  chechijire chaawa]     

Mourning  when it ended 
50b [50a]   abhaanu  nibhanyarambuka     

people  they divided up 
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50c   bhuri omuunu  ^naasubha   iika ewaaye   
every person he returned home his 

51a [Mbe woori  abhasigaji  bhanu  --- muchaari okutwara]     
So now young people who you have not married 

51b   [51a]  mwiganiriisye kisi   inguru ya 
omusango ogwo 

 

you think well about matter 
this 

52a   --- Ni  kurwaki    
Is why 

52b   --- omuja okutwara   kura  [52c]   
you are going to 
marry 

far 

52c  [enu  --- bhatari  abhaanyu]    
where  there is no people your 

52d   --- utamenya  jintungwa 
ja omuyarakaji [52e]  

  

without knowing character of daughter 
52e  [unu  --- owuja okutwara  <<]    

whom  you are going to 
marry 

52f   --- nimusiga  abhayarakaji [52g]    
you have left  daughters 

52g  [bhanu  --- bhari   ayeyi  mu-
nguyo  jemwe]  

 

who  they are  near in villages 
your 

53a [Okwambira reero   --- okenda okutwara]     
Starting today if you want to marry 
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53b [53a]   --- bhuusirisya    [53c–53d]  
ask about 

53c  [korereki  --- umenye kisi  jintungwa ja omuyarakaji 
[53d] 

  

so that  you should know well character of daughter 
53d  unu  --- owenda okutwara  <<]    

who  you want to marry 
54a   [--- Okakora kutyo]     

If you do this  
54b [54a]  niwo  --- owuja okumenya  omuyarakaji [54c–54d]    

then you will come to 
know 

daughter  

54c  [unu  --- eetongeye     
who she has advised 

herself  
54d   --- etegeresiisye  na owa jintungwa ja ekisi]    

she is not careless and of character of good 
55a   [--- Mukekirisyanya   nage]   

If you agree  with her 
55b [55a]   oyo  niwe     

this (one)  is he/she 
55c    utware     

you should marry 
56a   Obhwira bhwani  ni  kubhechukya emisango 

ejo  
  

Purpose my is to remind you matters 
these 
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56b  okubha  abhasigaji riikura 
rya reero  

abharabhirwa muno  emisango ja ebhebhusi 
bhebhwe  

  

because  youth age of today they forget a lot words of parents their 
57 Mbe   eryo  niryo  ritongera ryani  ku-bhasigaji   

So  this is indeed advice my  to youth 
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